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The traditional pre-service educational program for 
elementary school teachers has been a sequential one in 
which courses in the disciplines to be taught were followed 
by methods courses for teaching those disciplines. The 
participants were then allowed to put into practice what 
they had learned in an experience situation commonly known 
as student teaching. 
The problem of this study was to explore the efficacy 
of a program different from the traditional sequential one, 
a program under which the students would have a better 
opportunity to see a close relationship between the con-
tent, the methods, and the actual practice. The phase of 
the problem upon which this investigator concentrated was 
the effect of such a program on the attitudes of the 
prospective elementary teachers, 
Interest in the attitudes of teachers has been of long 
standing, as evidenced by the following two quotations: 
In 1935, Barr and Reppen (5, 237) wrote: 
1 
First of all the teacher's attitude will limit in 
a very real Wgy he,r progress in learning to teacho 
It will determine the kinds of modifications that 
she is willing to attempt in her teaching, the 
energy with which the changes are pursued, and 
the learning that takes place. 
Seegar (42, 46), in 1955, began an article about a 
twenty-year study of teacher attitudes toward supervision 
and administration with this paragraph: 
The attitude of teachers toward their work and 
toward the circumstances surrounding that work 
has been given a good deal of consideration 
over the years. Various studies have been made 
in an attempt to come to some understanding of 
what those attitudes might be and thereby to 
form some notions as to how they could be 
improved. 
2 
The importance of attitudes in relation to mathematics 
and to the teaching of mathematics was emphasized in the 
statements of Johnson (25, 113): 
In our concern for improving the mathematics 
curriculum and increasing enrollment in mathe-
matics, have we forgotten a crucial factor, 
namely attitudes? .... It is the attitudes that our 
students develop which are likely to stimulate 
or to stop further study of mathematics. It is 
the attitudes which we build that are highly 
involved in the learning and retention of our 
subject. It is the attitudes which we teach 
that are the most important factors in the 
activities in which our youth participate--now 
and later.. And it is often the attitudes ybu 
[author 0 s italics] have built that are the asis 
for your rank as a successful or unsuccessful 
teacher. 
The above statements emphasize the importance of the 
attitudes of teachers and students involved in the teaching 
and learning of mathematicso It is, therefore, important 
that prospective teachers be provided with programs that 
will induce desirable attitudeso 
Johnson (25, 120) also said: "If the right attitudes 
aren't growing in our classrooms, we need to do something 
about it." 
Shirley Hill (22, 40) suggested that "The attitude of 
the teacher toward mathematics is likely to be transmitted 
to the children." 
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"The teacher must remember," said Capps and Cox (10, 
215), "that attitudes are learned an,.d that a major function 
of effective teaching is to provide an environment for the 
growth of positive attitudes." 
Johnson, Hill, Capps and Cox called attention to the 
fact that teachers are responsible for the attitudes of 
children. If so, then teachers' attitudes should be 
desirable ones. Dutton (12, 424) reported that "Attitudes 
toward arithmetic, once developed, are tenaciously held by 
prospective elementary school teachers." Therefore, it is 
especially important that programs for preparing elementary 
mathematics teachers should be so designed that they 
·produce desirable attitudes. 
At Oklahoma State University, a new program was 
initiated in the elementary education area for the 1970-71 
academic year, a program in which the methods instruction 
was correlated with the practical experience of student 
teaching for the prospective elementary teachers. 
At that time the student teaching experience was 
changed from the sequential block plan to the full sixteen-
weeks semester plan under which the students used four days 
of each week in the classroom and the fifth day in work-
shops devoted to teaching methods related to the areas of 
language arts, social studies, science, and mathematicso 
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It was the purpose of this study to investigate some 
of the effects on the attitudes of student teachers 
involved in the new programo To do this the attitudes of 
those who received instruction under this design in the 
spring term were compared with those of students who 
received their methods instruction in the traditional 
sequential design. This latter group did their student 
teaching during the fall termo The study of the attitudes 
of the student teachers took two directions, the studentsv 
attitudes toward mathematics and their attitudes toward the 
teaching of mathematics. 
Previous Research 
Dutton, with his developing of Thurstone-type attitude 
scales, seemed to set in motion a trend of studies of atti-
tudeso Quite often one form or another of his twenty-two 
or fifteen item scales has been usedo A study of attitudes 
toward the discipline coupled with a study of the under-
standing of mathematics concepts seems to have been the 
pattern for many of the studieso 
The related research presented here has been organized 
in four sections~ first, a review of some of the studies 
that dealt with the attitudes of student teachers toward 
mathematics; second, those studies that were concerned with 
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the attitudes of teachers or student teachers toward the 
teaching of mathematics; third, those studies that per-
tained to the attitudes of children toward mathematics; and 
fourth, the studies that sought to determine the effects of 
teachersv attitudes on children. 
Attitudes .Qf Student Teachers Toward Mathematics 
The research study that was most nearly like the one 
being reported in this paper was made by Wickes (50)o 
He endeavored to determine the effects of two different 
arrangements of courses on the attitudes of prospective 
elementary teachers and on their understanding of mathe-
matics o In one arrangement the students were required to 
satisfactorily complete a specially designed mathematics 
course before enrolling in a course of methods of teaching 
elementary mathematics. The second arrangement consisted 
of a consolidated course in which content and methodology 
were correlated. 
The Wickes (50) study was made at Brigham Young 
University. He used a control group of 65 students who had 
taken the first curriculum during the two preceding years. 
His experimental group consisted of 104 students who com-
pleted the consolidated course. The subjects in both 
arrangements made statistically significant gains in both 
attitudes toward mathematics and in the understanding of 
the fundamental concepts of mathematicso Wickes found no 
difference between the two groups in the gains shown on the 
attitude scale but the control group showed significantly 
greater gains in the understanding of the mathematics 
conceptso He concluded that, all things considered, the 
two-course sequence was the more effectiveo 
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Probably the most widely known studies of attitudes of 
elementary education majors are those made by Dutton, who 
developed several forms of scales that he and many others 
have used in studies with teachers, student teachersp and 
pupils of varying ages as subjectso 
In 1962, Dutton (12) made a study at the University of 
California at Los Angeles in which he found that 38 percent 
of the 127 elementary education majors had unfavorable 
attitudes toward mathematicso As a part of that study he 
asked the students to list their reasons for liking and 
disliking mathematicso Those who disliked mathematics gave 
such reasons as these: word problems, boring work, long 
problems~ drill, lack of understanding. Those who liked 
mathematics listed reasons such as these~ useful, practi~ 
cal applications, definite, pr~cision of concepts, logical 
aspects, fun just working with numbers, challengingo 
In 1965, Dutton (14) used a one-group design to study 
the changes in the students' attitudes toward mathematics 
and in the understanding of concepts, again at the Univer-
sity of California at Los Angeleso His subjects were 160 
students enrolled in an upper division methods course 
dealing with the teaching of mathematics who were scheduled 
to begin their supervised teaching after completing the 
courseo His findings in regard to attitudes 
oooreflected a growing appreciation of the sub-
ject as they increased their understanding of 
the subject. The general attitude of about 75 
percent of the students toward arithmetic was 
quite favorableoooThe lowest 25 percent of the 
students in this study had unfavorable attitudes 
toward arithmetiCoooMany students have ambivalent 
feelings toward arithmetico (14, 364) 
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It should be noted here that, although the majority of 
the students in Dutton°s study improved in respect to their 
attitudes toward mathematics, there was that group of 25 
percent of the prospective teachers who maintained unfavor-
able attitudes in spite of the intervening course of 
instructiono 
Smith (45, 474-477) in 1964 made a study quite similar 
to Duttonvs 1962 study in which he compared the attitudes 
of 123 prospective teachers with those reported by Dutton 
for another group ten years previously. The results were 
practically the sameo His subjects listed reasons for dis-
liking mathematics such as these: lack of understanding~ 
written problems, poor teaching, failure, lack of teacher 
enthusiasm, too much long work, afraid of ito 
Reys and Delon (39, 363-366) in a pretest-posttest 
study during the 1965-66 academic year administered the 
Dutton attitude scale to 385 University of Missouri 
students at Columbia., The subjects were those who took 
one of the three courses offered in elementary mathematics 
educationo Reys and Delon found a significant decrease in 
the percentage of students who agreed with such statements 
as~ "I avoid arithmetic because I am not very good with 
figures," and "I am afraid of doing word problemso" They 
found an increase in the percentage of students who agreed 
with the statements: "Arithmetic is very interestingf" and 
"I like arithmetic because it is practicalo" There were 
more positive statements and fewer negative statements on 
the posttests than on the pretests. 
At Brigham Young University, Gee (20, 6528) gave pre-
tests and posttests on attitudes toward mathematics and 
understanding of basic mathematics to 1$6 prospective 
elementary school teachers in a required mathematics con-
tent course in 1964 and reported results that included the 
followingz (1) there was a significant improvement in 
attitudes toward mathematics while students were enrolled 
in the course, (2) there was a positive significant corre-
lation between the pretest attitude scores and the final 
grades; also in the posttest attitude scores and the final 
grades, (3) there were nonsignificant correlations between 
the pretest attitude scores and changes in the under-
standing of mathematics, (4) there was a nonsignificant 
correlation between changes in attitudes and changes in the 
understanding of mathematicso 
These and other similar studies seem to indicate that 
the majority of elementary student teachers change their 
attitudes favorably while pursuing their preparation for 
teaching, regardless of the particular program they are 
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following, but there are still too many with poor attitudes 
preparing to go into the elementary classroom to teach 
mathematicso 
Attitudes of Teachers or Student Teachers 
Towardthe Teaching of MathematJ.cs 
While the investigator found many studies of attitudes 
only a very few were slanted toward, or included, the atti-
tudes of teachers toward the teaching of mathematicso The 
reports seemed to concentrate on the content of the disci-
pline and the attitude toward the discipline, not the 
teaching of ito The three following however did take the 
attitude of the teacher toward the teaching of mathematics 
into considerationo 
Kane (26, 169-175) did a study in which he developed a 
technique of assessing attitudes of prospective elementary 
teachers toward mathematics and toward the teaching of 
mathematics by using an instrument that he designedo His 
instrument was a questionnaire on which the respondent was 
asked to rank-order the subject areas of English, mathe-




I enjoyed my work in this field the most in high 
schoolo 
This field was the most worthwhile for me to study 
in high schoolo 
I enjoyed courses in this field the most in 
collegeo 
I learned the most in courses in this field in 
collegeo 
I probably will enjoy teaching this subject the 
mosto 
60 I probably will be most competent to teach this 
subject. (26, 170) 
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Each student was also asked to indicate his preference 
for grade level, choosing from the alternatives: grades 
K-3j 4-6, or no preference at that time. 
The subjects in Kane's study, 58 elementary education 
majors at Purdue University, were administered the 
questionnaire at the close of their student teaching 
experienceo A neutral person administered the instrument 
in a neutral setting to avoid bias toward any of the 
subject areaso 
The results indicated that the subjects tended to have 
relatively favorable attitudes toward mathematics, and par-
ticularly toward the teaching of mathematics in the elemen-
tary schoolo Relatively positive attitudes toward mathe~ 
matics and a preference for teaching in the intermediate 
grades seemed to be paired, also. 
Stright (46, 2So-286)p in her study, was interested 
in the attitudes of 1023 elementary pupils and their 29 
teacherso She found that over 93 percent of the elementary 
teachers really enjoyed teaching mathematics and tried to 
make it interesting. According to the data in her study 
the teacher 0 s age, education, and experience had little 
effect on the teacher's attitude toward teaching 
mathematic so 
A questionnaire, designed by Hurst (23, 72), included 
two questions similar to those used in Kane's studyo 
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He listed ten courses that are customarily taught in the 
elementary school and asked each subject in his study to 
rank-order them twice: first, according to the pleasure 
received from teaching them; and second, according to the 
confidence the subject felt he had in teaching themo The 
subjects for this part of the study were 55 third grade 
teachers in the public schools of Oklahoma Cityj Oklahomao 
However, he used these questions as part of a study of 
teacher effectiveness by testing relations between each of 
them with achievements of their students. No emphasis was 
placed on the results of these two questions as such 9 as 
he was particularly interested in the teachers' attitudes 
toward modern mathematicso 
Hurst concluded that there was a significant relation-
ship between the recency of preparation to teach a course 
and effectiveness in teaching it, but the relationship was 
not positiveo He found no evidence to substantiate the 
postulates that teacher effectiveness was positively 
related to each of the following: (1) recency of his last 
education course, (2) teaching experience, (3) amount of 
graduate work completedo 
The postulates relating the teacher's effectiveness 
in teaching and his pleasure and confidence in teaching 
mathematics were not substantiated by Hurst's studyo 
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Attitudes .2.f Children Toward Mathematics 
Since a number of reports, such as that of Morrisett 
and Vinsonhaler (32, 132), have indicated that attitudes· 
toward mathematics in adults can be traced to childhood, 
the study of attitudes of children toward mathematics needs 
to be consideredo 
McDermott (30, 71) reported that of 34 college stu-
dents in his case studies who were afraid of mathematics 
the majority said they first met with frustration in regard 
to mathematics in the elementary gradeso 
Dutton (12), White (49), and Smith (45) found evidence 
that college students majoring in education developed their 
attitudes toward mathematics throughout grades two through 
twelve, but grades four through six were more influentialo 
Fedon (19) claimed in the report of an interesting 
study he made using Dutton's 22-item attitude scale with 
third grade children that very definite attitudes toward 
mathematics may be formed as early as the third gradeo 
He used an "intensity scheme" which he developed to 
increase the accuracy of the reactions to Duttonvs attitude 
scaleo This intensity was determined by a color chart. 
To build the color intensity scheme Fedon placed seven 
color swatches in a circleo The children were asked to 
select the colors they most liked, the ones they disliked, 
and the neutral ones, then their intermediate choiceso 
The choices were scored on a point basis from 7 (most 
liked) to 1 (least liked). 
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Fedon then had to teach the children the significance 
of the "color intensity scheme" and practice its use with 
them throughout the year. He stressed the relationship of 
red to indicate an extreme positive attitude with black an 
extreme negative attitude and yellow a neutral attitude. 
The intermediate colors light blue, dark blue, brown and 
orange conveyed lesser degrees of the two extremes. The 
children's understanding of this scheme was tested through 
common experiences in many situations during the yearo 
Each question in Dutton's scale was ~ead to the 
children to avoid reading difficulties, and words that 
might not be common to the children's vocabulary were 
defined. The children reacted to each question indicating 
the acceptance or rejection of an attitude by their color 
choiceo 
Fedon combined the values of the color intensity scale 
and Dutton°s statements to develop a scale value for the 
color schemeo Dutton°s scale values were from 1.0 to 10.5. 
By using the median of 5.75 as 0 and making scale steps by 
.5, he evolved a numerical scale that ranged from ~9.5 to 
+905 with eleven positive and eleven negative statements on 
each side. He arbitrarily assigned values from .7 to .1 to 
the colors from red to black and got an intensity value for 
each statement. When he multiplied the rating of each 
statement by the color scale values, a measure of intensity 
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for the entire attitude scale resulted. The total positive 
and negative scores were subtracted to produce the child 0 s 
attitude score. 
The children's responses indicated that they had a 
strong respect for arithmetic and considered it as being 
necessary. The challenge presented by arithmetic was 
apparently a strong motivating force. The children had 
strong negative feelings in regard to fear of arithmetic 
and dislike of arithmetic. At least one-third of the group 
had already established attitudes opposed to arithmetic. 
Some fear was indicated. 
Fedon concluded that very definite attitudes are being 
expressed, both for and against arithmetic, as early as the 
third grade, with at least one-third of them negative. 
In Stright's (46) 1960 study, she claimed some 
evidence of a decline from the third through the sixth 
grades in the percentage of pupils expressing negat:Lve 
attitudes toward mathematics. 
According to Lyda and Morse (29) positive changes in 
attitudes toward mathematics occurred when a "meaningful 
method" of teaching was employed. The meaningful method 
emphasized such things as the aims of mathematics, the 
concept of number, understanding the numeration system, the 
use of fundamental operations, and the relationships which . 
make mathematics a system of thinking. 
Kaprelian (27) reported that over 75 percent of the 65 
fourth-grade pupils he used as subjects said they liked 
mathematics better after viewing the then new television 
. program, "Patterns in Arithmetic." Also, 75 percent of 
them claimed that their attitude toward mathematics had 
changed because the television program had helped them 
understand their mathematics. 
In a more recent report Callahan (8) said that as a 
middle school teacher he felt a strong need to look for 
ways to help his pupils succeed in and enjoy mathematics. 
He was interested in such questions as, 
Why do some adolescents enjoy mathematics? Why 
do some of them dislike the subject so strongly? 
When did they develop these feelings? What is 
it about mathematics they enjoy the most? What 
do they dislike the most? Is there some way,of 
changing negative attitudes? What can be done 
to prevent such a buildup of negative attitudes 
toward a subject as useful and logical as 
mathematics? (8, 751) 
These are the questions most people interested in 
preparing elementary teachers are asking and trying to 
answer, especially the last question. 
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Inspired by Dutton's previous investigations, Callahan 
replicated one of those studies using 366 eighth graders 
from a junior high school in New York. His subjects con-
sisted of 186 girls and 180 boys, in seventeen sections of 
approximately 23 pupils each. 
Callahan found that five percent of the total group 
felt extreme dislike for mathematics and avoided using it, 
which meant that there were probably a few in each class-
room with whom the teacher needed to be prepared to deal. 
Seventy percent of tpe pupils enjoyed working problems when 
they knew how to do them well. This posed a different 
problem for the teacher. 
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The reasons given by the pupils in Callahan's study 
for liking mathematics were its practical aspects and the 
realization that mathematics is needed in life. Their 
reasons for dislike were strongly related to their feelings 
of inadequacy about learning and memorizing and their 
thinking that mathematics was boring and too repetitious. 
Callahan concluded that lasting attitudes toward 
mathematics are developed at each grade level, but grades 
six and seven were given by the pupils in his study as the 
most important. About one-half of the pupils in his study 
recognized that they had changed their attitudes toward 
mathematics, one way or the other, during the year. 
The results from Callahan's study, like most others 
of similar nature, do not differ greatly from those of 
Dutton. They do point to the fact that the problem of the 
attitudes of pupils had not been solved in the interim 
between Dutton's first studies and Callahan's. 
In summary, it may be possible to measure attitudes 
toward mathematics as early as the third grade. Also~ 
attitudes toward different aspects of mathematics are 
different variables, as, for example, something learned by 
rote like the multiplication facts would not be the same as 
interpreting and solving a word problem. This, of course, 
does not alter the fact that adults' attitudes toward 
mathematics evidently are formed in the elementary grades 
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and much consideration needs to be given to the programs 
for preparing the elementary teachers that will prevent the 
formation of such undesirable attitudeso 
Effects of Teachers' Attitudes on Children - -
It seems to be a rather generally accepted proposition 
that the attitudes and effectiveness of teachers in 
particular subjects are important determiners of pupil 
attitude and performance in these subjectso Howeverp as 
Aiken (1, 23) suggested, it is possible to interpret 
findings from some of the studies as being due to "sour 
grapes" on the part of the subjects, so teachers should 
not be indicted too severely as being responsible for the 
negative attitudes of children toward mathematics, even 
though they seem to be in a vulnerable position. 
Bassham, Murphy, and Murphy (6, 66) claimed that one 
of their studies revealed that predicting achievement on 
the basis of attitude toward mathematics could not be done 
since often below-average pupils reflected the enthusiasm 
or lack of enthusiasm of the teacher. Thus, it appears, a 
major factor influencing pupils' attitudes is the teacher 0 s 
attitude toward the course. The teacher, then, needs to 
reflect a positive approach and allow pleasant experiences 
and memories to be developed since more favorable attitudes 
are formed under pleasant emotional conditions. It is the 
responsibility of the teacher to create this type of 
1$ 
environment in the classroom, and to do this he must begin 
with his own attitude and enthusiasm for mathematicso 
Banks (4, 19) places major responsibility for develop-
ing the attitudes of the children on the teachero He says, 
An unhealthy attitude toward arithmetic may result 
from a number of causes ••• But by far the most 
significant contributing factor is the attitude 
of the teacher. The teacher who feels insecure, 
who dreads and dislikes the subject, for whom 
arithmetic is largely manipulation, devoid of 
understanding, cannot avoid transmitting her 
feelings to the childrenooo 
On the other hand, the teacher who has confidencej 
understanding, interest, and enthusiasm for 
arithmetic has gone a long way toward insuring 
success. (4, 19) 
In 1964 Peskin (35, 3983-4) made a study of the rela~ 
tion of teacher attitudes and understanding of seventh 
grade mathematics to the attitudes and understanding of 
mathematics of the pupils in nine New York City junior high 
schools. She used scores of the pupils and the teachers on 
six tests of attitudes toward and the understanding of 
arithmetic and geometry. 
Peskin found no significant relation between the 
teacherus attitude and the pupils' attitude scores in 
either arithmetic or geometry. In arithmetic there was a 
positive correlation between the teacher 0 s understanding 
scores and the pupil's attitude scoreso She found signifi-
cant negative correlations between the teacher 0 s under-
standing and the pupils 0 attitudes at the "very high" level 
in geometry .. 
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Combinat'ions of varying degrees of attitudes and 
understanding in the teachers and pupils were studied by 
Peskino Teachers with "middle" attitudes and "high" under~ 
standing produced pupils with the best scores in geometryo 
Teachers who had "high" understanding and "low" attitudes 
produced pupils with the worst results in arithmetic and 
geometry. The results indicated the interaction of 
attitude and understanding was very strongo 
Aiken and Dreger (3) conducted a study that required 
the construction of a Likert-type attitude scale. This 
they administered at a southeastern college to entering 
freshmen who had elected to take mathematics during the 
fall semestero One of the results they found that was 
apropos to this study was that "Experiences with former 
mathematics teachers are somewhat related to present 
mathematics attitudeso" (3, 24) 
The studies cited here tend to reinforce the commonly 
accepted theory that the attitudes of teachers are impor-
tant determiners of pupils' attitudes and performanceo 
Throughout the previous research reported here regard-
ing the attitudes of student teachers toward the teaching 
of mathematics, attitudes of children toward mathematics 
and the effects of teachers' attitudes on children there 
seems to be one common central themeg The attitudes of 
teachers, and therefore student teachers, especially of the 
elementary grades, are of paramount importance to the 
teaching of mathematics. It therefore behooves those 
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involved in preparing student teachers to do all that is 
possible to promote desirable attitudes toward mathematics 
and toward the teaching of mathematicso 
Theoretical Basis 
In the interest of clarity and communication the 
following definitions of terms will be used throughout this 
report g 
Attitudeg "An emotionalized tendency, organized 
through experience, to react positively or negatively 
toward a psychological object." (37, 362) 
Concurrent Design: The arrangement of methods 
instruction and student teaching in u~e in the elementary 
education area at Oklahoma State University during the 
1970-71 academic yearo 
C-groupg The student teachers who were the subjects 
in the study during the spring term of the 1970-71 academic 
yearo They received instruction under the concurrent 
designo 
.Qf!~ Grade point average based on 4o0 for A grades. 
Mathematics~ Mathematics and arithmetic will be 
denoted by "mathematics" except in the case of ·a direct 
quotation or in the case where there is a need to distin-
guish between forms of mathematics. 
Methods instruction: Instruction given in related 
learning theory, materials for teaching, and strategies of 
teaching. 
Pupils: Anyone attending school in grades K-12. 
Seguential Design: The arrangement of methods 
instruction and student teaching in use in the elementary 
education area at Oklahoma State University prior to the 
academic year 1970-71. 
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S-group: The group of student teachers who were the 
subjects in this study during the fall term of the 1970-71 
academic year. They received instruction under the 
sequential design. 
Significant Difference or Statisticall:y Significant: 
"The observed phenomenon represents a significant departure 
from what might be expected by chance alone." (36, 50) 
Student: Anyone attending school beyond the twelfth 
grade. 
Student teaching: An experience during which time the 
student is located in an elementary classroom under the 
direction of a cooperating teacher, for the purpose of 
observing pupil and teacher behavior, performing routine 
classroom teaching tasks, and gradually assuming most of 
the roles of a teacher. 
Teacher: The person who is fully certified and 
regularly employed in a school system to instruct the 
pupil so 
It is commonly believed that attitudes and interests 
exert a dynamic, directive influence on an individualvs 
responses; therefore, children's attitudes may well be 
related very closely to their learning. The studies ·v . 
summarized in previous sections seem to indicate that 
rather definite attitudes toward mathematics have been 
developed by the time children complete the intermediate 
gradeso The following brief reports of studies are 
illustrative of this belief o 
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Bassham, Murphy and Murphy (6, 71) observed an impor-
tant difference in the level of achievement in mathematics 
between sixth-grade pupils who had relatively more favor-
able attitudes toward mathematics and those who had less 
favorable attitudeso 
In Dean's study (11, 92) he found significant differ-
ences that indicated that pupils who did well in mathe-
matics usually indicated a preference for ito 
Also, Greenblatt (21, 60) reported in his study that 
there was a significant relationship between relative 
preference for mathematics and mathematics achievement 
level on the part of the girls in grades three to fiveo 
However, Suydam and Weaver (47, 1-2) sum up the 
situation as follows: 
There is no consistent body of research evidence 
to support the popular belief that there is a 
significant positive relationship between pupil 
attitudes toward mathematics and pupil achieve~ 
ment in .mathematicso We have little research 
basis for believing that these two things are 
causally relatedo Those studies which have been 
reported indicate only a trend or a low positive 
relationship between attitude and achievemento 
Again, research has little to contribute as definite 
answers to questions which pertain to the influence of the 
teachers~ attitudes toward and interests in mathematics 
upon pupils 9 attitudes, interests, and achievementp but 
Wickes (50, 27-28) related that he had 
o~ooften heard college undergraduate students 
state that even though college mathematics pro-
fessors have an excellent understanding of the 
subject-matter, many are poor teachers because 
of poor attitudes toward the teaching of · 
subject-mattero It is such statements as this 
which tend to make one believe that the 
teacher's attitude toward mathematics and the 
attitude toward teaching of mathematics is 
likely equal in importance to the knowledge 
and understanding of mathematics. 
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Thus, there seem to be indications, strong ones, but 
not positive proof, that the attitudes of teachers affect 
the attitudes of their pupils; certainly these indications 
are strong enough to point to the need to study the topic 
of attitudes and its relationships and effects. This, then 
emphasizes the great importance of the need to study ways 
to prepare teachers so they can be the most effective 
possible. 
It was upon this belief that assumptions were made 
and hypotheses were formulated for this study as reported 
here. 
Basic Assumptions 
The population to which the writer wished to apply the 
results of this study was all the elementary student 
teachers at Oklahoma State University who participate in 
the new concurrent-design program in mathematics education 
either at the time of this study or in the future terms, 
as long as the design and the instructor remain constant. 
Any generalizations to other populations or to other 
courses even in the same program could not be justified 
statistically o 
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Several assumptions were made in this study, some of 
which were concerned with the sampling of the populationo 
The study was conducted as a field study with the subjects 
being those who were doing their student teaching in the 
four public school systems of Oklahoma City, Ponca City, 
Stillwater, and Tulsa, Oklahomao It was assumed that those 
participants would be representative of all the elementary 
education student teachers at Oklahoma State Universityo 
Because of the fact that this was a field study it was 
not feasible to choose the groups at randomo The groups 
were more~or-less self-selected as to the term and the 
location of the student teaching experience so the S~group 
and the C~group were assumed to be samples from the same 
population, having been drawn at different timeso 
Due to the different locations in which the subjects 
were teaching it was necessary to test the students in each 
of the four locations on different dayso It was assumed 
that this would not cause any difference in the results of 
the studyo 
It was also assumed that attitudes were measurable and 
could be measured by the instruments chosen or designed for 
that purposeo 
Shaw and Wright (43, 7) state that 
oooattitudes are construed as varying in quality 
and intensity (or strength) on a continuum from 
positive through neutral to negativeoooThe 
strength or intensity of the attitude is repre-
sented by the extremity of the position occupied 
on the continuum becoming stronger as one goes 
outward from a neutral positionoooAttitudes on 
one side of such a continuum indicate negative 
affective reactions •• oAttitudes on the other 
side of the continuum indicate positive 
affective reactions. 
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It was also assumed that the subjects' responses 
reflected their true attitudes and not those they felt the 
"ideal" student teacher would reflect. 
Again, Shaw and Wright (43, 13) state: 
The most frequently used methods of measuring 
attitudes require subjects to indicate their 
agreement or disagreement with a set of state-
ments about the attitude objecto Generally, 
these statements attribute to the object 
characteristics that are positively evaluated 
and rarely neutral.o.The typical attitude scale 
measures the acceptance of evaluative state-
ments about the attitude object. The attitude 
toward the object is inferred from the state-
ments endorsed by the subjects based upon the 
consensual evaluation of the nature of the 
characteristics attributed to the object by the 
acceptance of these statementso Such scales 
measure only the positivity--negativity of the 
affective reaction. 
Hence» it was also assumed that attitudes are normally 
distributed and may be treated accordingly. 
Remmers and Gage (38, 7) said that attitude measure-
ments have limitations in that they are temporary and 
changeable and subject to rationalization and deception. 
One assumption that had to be made, then, was that such 
limitations did not significantly affect the results of 
this study. 
It was assumed that the attitudes of the groups of 
subjects were equivalent prior to the student teaching 
experience. 
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Since the instructor was the same for the mathematics 
methods instruction for the groups under both designs, it 
was assumed that his attitude would remain constant. 
It was assumed further that a time lapse between the 
initial study of methods and their application increases 
the probability that the significance of the methods to the 
classroom situation would not be appreciated to the degree 
necessary to produce desirable attitudes toward them. 
Also, it was assumed that the effect on the attitudes of 
the student teachers would be directly proportional to the 
student's ability to immediately relate the methods being 
taught in the true classroom situation. However, since 
attitudes develop slowly, there might be a definite time 
lag in these results. 
Hypotheses 
This study was conducted as a field study with two 
groups of subjects, with group membership determined by 
self-selection. The first group, known as the S-group, 
received thirty-two class-hours of methods instruction in 
the teaching of elementary school mathematics prior to 
sixteen weeks of student teaching; the second group, known 
as the C-group, received approximately seventeen class-
hours of concurrent methods instruction and student 
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teaching, as earlier definedo Behavioral objectives of the 
two methods courses remained constanto The attitude data 
were secured from the students at the completion of student 
teachingo The data were taken as evidence of each 
student's development of attitudes that were desirable for 
effective elementary school teacherso 
The independent variable in this study was the elemen-
tary school math.ematics methods course in which the sub= 
jects participatedo The variable was two-dimensional: it 
varied in its chronological relationship to the student 
teaching experience and in the number of hours allocated 
for its instructiono The dependent variable was the 
attitude of the student as indicated by his replies on the 
attitude scaleso 
The initial hypothesis 
There will be no difference in the attitudes 
of the student teachers given the concurrent 
treatment and those given the sequential 
treatment. 
was to be tested against the alternate hypothesis 
The student teachers given the concurrent 
treatment will have more desirable attitudes 
than those given the sequential treatment. 
The hypothesis H0 was to be rejected at the Oo05 level 
of significance using a two-tailed testo 
Since the attitude scales consisted of several parts, 
some sub-hypotheses in null form were tested. 
The investigator believes a teacher will do better 
teaching if he receives pleasure from teaching and has 
confidence in his ability to teach. He probably will 
devote more time to the course that he receives pleasure 
from and because of his confidence he will devote more of 
his attention to teaching and less to the course materialo 
Hence, SH1 and SH2o 
There will be no difference in the pleasure 
received from teaching mathematics between 
the student teachers who are given the con-
current treatment and those who are given 
the sequential treatment. 
There will be no difference in their confi-
dence in teaching mathematics between the 
student teachers who are given the con-
current treatment and those who are given 
the sequential treatmento 
Since this study took two directions, the students 9 
attitudes toward mathematics and their attitudes toward the 
teaching of mathematics, SH3 and SH4 were testedo 
There will be no difference in the attitudes 
toward mathem~tics between the student 
teachers given the concurrent treatment 
and those given the sequential treatmento 
There will be no difference in the attitudes 
toward the teaching of mathematics between 
the student teachers given the concurrent 
treatment and those given the sequential 
treatmento 
These four sub-hypotheses were to be rejected at the 
Oo05 level of significance using a two-tailed testo 
The procedure of conducting the study as a field study 
made it necessary to consider other variables that might 
have affected the development of the attitudes desired, or 
that might have prevented the two groups being equivalento 
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Variables that were considered were intelligencep 
mathematical competency, the number of college mathematics 
courses taken prior to student teaching, the overall grade 
point average prior to entry into the teacher education 
program, and the grade point average on the college mathe-
matics courses taken prior to the student teaching experi-
ence o The null forms of the resulting preliminary 
hypotheses tested for this purpose were as followsg 
There is no significant difference in the 
intelligence of the two treatment groupso 
There is no significant difference in the 
mathematics competency of the two treatment 
group so 
There is no significant difference between 
the groups in their overall grade point 
averages prior to entry into the teacher 
education programo 
There is no significant difference between 
the groups in their grade point average on 
the mathematics courses taken in college 
prior to their student teaching experienceo 
There is no significant difference between 
the groups in the number of courses of 
mathematics taken in college prior to 
student teachingo 
These five preliminary hypotheses were to be rejected 
at the Oo05 level of significance using a two=tailed test. 
The problem of this study was to explore the efficacy 
of a pre-service education program for elementary teachers 
that was different from the traditional sequential oneo 
This was a program in which the student teachers received 
their methods instructions in the field while doing their 
student teachingo The attitudes of the student teachers in 
this concurrent~design program were compared to the atti= 
tudes of the student teachers who received their methods 
instructions prior to their student teaching experienceo 
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The independent variable in this study was the elemen~ 
tary school mathematics methods course in which the 
subjects participated, and the dependent variable was the 
attitudes of the subjectso 
CHAPTER II 
PROCEDURE 
Design of Study 
As previously stated· the purpose of this study was to 
compare the attitudes of student teachers under two 
different designs of instructiono One group was given 
mathematics methods instruction prior to student teaching; 
the second group received this instruction concurrently 
with the student teaching experienceo Attitude scales were 
administered to each group during the last week of student 
teachingo The independent variable in this study was the 
mathematics methods course and the dependent variables were 
the attitudes of the student teachers. 
Prior to the fall 1970 tenn the program in elementary 
education at Oklahoma State University included a block of 
methods studies followed by a block of student teachingo 
The two blocks were completed in one semestero 
Beginning with the fall of 1970 the new design was 
initiatedo The student teaching experience was extended 
over a full semester of sixteen weekso The students were 
in the classroom as student teachers four days each week 
and on the fifth day they attended workshops in language 
arts, science, social science, and mathematicso 
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The student teachers in the sequential design had 
taken a course in elementary mathematics methods prior to 
their student teaching experience so the mathematics work-
shops were deleted during the fall of 1970 and study time 
was allowed in their place. 
In the spring 1971 term the concurrent design was 
completely initiated with the student teachers in the 
classrooms four days each week for sixteen weeks and in 
workshops the fifth day each week. Since those students 
had not had a methods of teaching mathematics course 
previously, it was included in the spring workshops. 
This arrangement allowed the investigator to compare 
the two groups, each of which had sixteen weeks of student 
teaching. One of the groups had a mathematics methods 
course preceding the student teaching experience and the 
other received the mathematics methods course concurrently 
with student teaching. 
The students in the sequential design had received 
thirty-two class hours of instruction in mathematics 
methods. Those in the concurrent design received seventeen 
class hours of methods instruction. The methods being 
studied concurrently could be immediately applied to the 
classroom situation. Therefore, it was considered that 
less time for methods instruction would actually accomplish 
as much or more. 
It was not feasible to randomly select and randomly 
assign the subjects to the two designs due to the 
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chronological relationships of the methods instructiono 
The new program was already being implemented when the 
investigator began the observation of the dependent vari-
ables, the attitudes of the subjects toward mathematics and 
toward the teaching of mathematics. The two designs, 
sequential and concurrent, provided the independent vari-
ables that would affect the dependent variables, the atti-
tudes toward mathematics and the attitudes toward the 
teaching of mathematicso Such information was needed so 
the elementary education faculty of Oklahoma State Univer-
sity could make decisions in regard to the future of the 
programo 
The subjects in the study were those students who were 
enrolled in elementary education at Oklahoma State Univer-
sity who had completed the prerequisites for student 
teaching by the 1970-71 academic year. The group of 
students participating in the sequential design was desig-
nated as the S-group, while the group in the concurrent 
design was designated as the C-groupo These groups were 
defined briefly in Chapter I, but a more complete 
description follows~ 
S-group: Those students who participated in student 
teaching in the fall of 1970 who had previously 
received their instruction in mathematics methods 
from the same instructor who would be the instructor 
of mathematics methods for the C-group. There were 
77 subjects included in this groupo 
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C-group~ Those students who participated in student 
teaching in the spring of 1971 who had not previously 
had instruction in mathematics methods but who would 
receive it during the workshops from the same 
instructor who taught the mathematics methods for the 
S-groupo In this group there were 74 subjects. 
The total number of subjects in the two groups was 1510 
The membership in the groups was determined by self= 
selection. Since it was not possible to randomly select 
and randomly assign the participants to the groups 9 it was 
assumed that the two groups were samples from the same 
population which had been drawn at different times and 
would therefore be equivalent groupso Hence, data were 
secured to justify this assumption. 
The two organizational schemes, based on the chrono-
logical relationship of elementary school mathematics 
methods instruction to student teaching, provided the inde-
pendent variables studied in this investigationo The 
dependent variables studied were the attitudes of the 
student teachers toward mathematics and toward the teaching 
of elementary school mathematics. 
In any research there may be extraneous variables 
which, if not controlledp may jeopardize the validity of 
the study. Campbell and Stanley (9, 5-6) list these 
factors in two categories~ threats to internal validity 
and threats to external validity. They list in the first 
category the following~ history, maturation, testing, 
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instrumentation, statistical regression, selection, experi~ 
mental mortality, and interactions such as selection-
maturation interactiono Those that jeopardize external 
validity: reactive or interaction effect of testing, 
interaction of selection and the experimental variable 9 
reactive effects of experimental arrangements, and 
multiple-treatment interference. 
~ . . 
The design of this study was similar to Campbell and 
Stanley's (9? 47) Design 10, "The Nonequivalent Control 
Group Design." The groups used in this study were 
naturally assembled collectives, as similar as possible. 
However, it could not be assumed that they were so similar 
that a pretest could be dispensed with entirely. Since the 
program was already in operation when the investigator 
began the observation of the dependent variables, it was 
not feasible to administer a pretest. Instead, the two 
groups were assumed to be equivalent and data were gathered 
to justify this assumption~ Some of these data were 
secured from the results of tests which were administered 
to the S-group during the ninth week and to the C-group 
during the seventh or eighth week of their student 
teaching. The rest of the data--the overall grade point 
averages prior to entering the teacher education program, 
the grade point averages on mathematics courses taken in 
college prior to the student teaching experience, and the 
number of mathematics courses taken in college prior to 
student teaching--were secured from the records of the 
subject so 
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The attitude tests given the subjects were fixed, 
printed, objective-type tests which were scored accorqing 
to a predetermined key with no changes in either the 
instrument or the key so the instrumentation threat was 
controlledo Regression, which can be a threat to internal 
validity, was not a problem in this study since the sub-
jects were not chosen for their extreme scoreso Selection 
bias was minimized since the subjects were self-selected. 
None of the subjects dropped out of the study; sog 
mortality did not threaten. 
Campbell and Stanley (9, 47-48) claim that the more 
similar the groups, the more the threats to internal 
validity are controlledo Thus, this design was regarded 
as controlling the main effects of history, maturation~ 
testing, and instrumentationo However, intrasession 
history, the irrelevant unique events that occurred during 
either term to one group could have affected validityo 
Such things as seasonal or weather changes, approaching 
vacations or some other event could have had an effect on 
one of the groupso As each respondent was student teaching 
under the supervision of a different teacher it is quite 
possible that the attitudes of some of the subjects 
reflected the attitudes of their supervising teacherso 
Campbell and Stanley (9, 48) suggest that, in studies 
of their Design 10 type, interactions with the treatment of 
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extraneous factors such as history, maturationp or testing 
are unlikely. · 
Since no pretests were administered and the subjects 
were self ~selected there were no interactions of testing or 
selection with the treatment to threaten external validity. 
The subjects were aware of the fact that they were subjects 
in a study. Some of themp because of that, may have marked 
the scales as they thought the investigator wanted them to 
instead of the way they really felt. Hencep the reactive 
arrangements may have affected external validityo 
In summary, then, most of the threats to internal and 
external validity were controlledo lntrasession history 
and possibly reactive arrangements seemed to pose the 
greatest threatso 
Instrumentation 
In order to establish the equivalence of the two 
groups~ statistical methods were used on several possible 
intervening variables which could affect criterion per= 
formance. The variables used for this purpose were intel-
ligencep mathematical ability, overall grade point average 
prior to entering the elementary education programp the 
number of mathematics courses taken in college prior to the 
student teaching experience, and the grade point average on 
the mathematics courses taken in college prior to student 
teachingo 
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The variable, intelligence, was measured by the Otis 
Quick-Scoring Mental Abilities ~: Gamma ~~ Form !,m 
(34) denoted in the rest of this report as the Otis testo 
The mathematical ability of the groups was measured 
by the test known as the Structure 2.£ the Number System: 
Form A, (16) denoted in the rest of this report as SNSo 
The Otis and the SNS were administered during the 
ninth week of the fall semester and.the seventh or eighth 
week of the spring semestero 
The data on the other variables needed to establish 
the equivalence of the groups--the overall grade point 
average prior to entering the elementary education program 9 
the number of mathematics courses taken in college prior 
to student teaching, and the grade point average on mathe= 
matics courses taken in college prior to student teaching-= 
were secured from the records of the individual subjectso 
The grade point averages were based on 4o0 for a grade ~~;,: 
of Ao 
The investigator was interested in the attitudes of 
the subjects from two viewpoints: their attitudes toward 
mathematics and their attitudes toward the teaching of 
mathematics, which included their interest and confidence 
in teaching mathematics in the elementary schoolo 
To measure the attitudes toward mathematics one of 
Dutton°s (15, 361-362) scales, ! Study .2.f. Attitude Toward 
Arithmetic, which consisted of fifteen statements 9 was 
administeredo It was a Thurstone-type instrument with 
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scale values ranging from loO (low) to 10o5 (high)o A copy 
of this scale is included in Appendix Ao 
Dutton (1.3~ 26) stated that "The reliability of the 
experimental scale was measured by the test-and-retest 
procedureo The correlation between the two sets of scores, 
taking an average scale value for the total test for each 
student 11 was Oo94o" 
To measure their confidence toward teachi.ng mathe= 
matics and their pleasure in teaching mathematicsp the 
Hurst (2.3 11 72) scales were usedo These were the last two 
items on the questionnaire he used when gathering data for 
his dissertationo In these two questions each subject was 
asked to rank-order the ten courses commonly taught in the 
elementary schools, according to his confidence in teaching 
them and again according to his pleasure in teaching themo 
Copies of these scales are included in Appendix Bo 
Hurst (2.3, 24) reported on the reliability of the two 
questions~ on confidence and pleasure, which were used in 
his study as followsg 
The reliability of questions eight and nine of 
the questionnaire, pleasure and confidence in 
teaching arithmetic, was det.ermined by using 
the test-retest results of 45 teachersv 
responses to these questionso Pearson product-
moment coefficients of correlationp using un-
grouped data 9 were computed for this purposeo 
The coefficients were r = Oo76 for question 
eight and r = OoSl for question nineo These 
coefficients were as high as could be expected 
for single questions of their typeo The reli~ 
ability appeared to be sufficiently high to use 
the questions for groups and this was the use 
made of them in this studyo 
There was no scale available that would measure the 
attitudes of the student teachers toward the teaching of 
mathematics. Therefore it became necessary for the 
investigator to construct a scale that would serve the 
purpose. 
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Various types of scales for the measurement of atti-
tudes have been used but Edwards and Kenney (lS, 72) stated 
that "the two most frequently used methods are probably the 
0method of equal appearing intervals 0 developed by 
Thurstone and Chave and the 'method of summated ratings 0 
developed by Like'rt." 
Van Dalen (48, 321) recommends the Likert-type scale 
as being "as reliable as the Thurstone technique and some-
what simpler." 
Murphy and Likert (33, 42) state that the method of 
summ.ated ratings "seems to avoid many of the shortcomings 
of existing methods of attitude measurement, but at the 
same time retains most of the advantages present in methods 
now used." 
Edwards and Kenney ( 18, 76, 78) told of their ex.peri-
ences with scales~ 
After our own experience in constructing both 
[authors 0 italics] Likert and Thurstone scales, 
we are inclined to agree with other investigators 
that scales can be constructed by the method of . 
summated ratings more quickly and with less labor 
than by the equal appearing interval method. We 
found, for example, that construction of the 
Thurstone scales required about twice as much 
time, exclusive of the time spent by the· judging 
group in sorting the items• as did the Likert 
scale. o. · 
According to the evidence at hand, there is no 
longer any reason to doubt that scales constructed 
by the method of summated ratings.and containing 
fewer items will yield reliability quotients as 
high as or higher than those obtained with scales 
constructed by the Thurstone methodo 
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In view of such recommendations the investigator of 
this study chose to construct a Likert-type scaleo There= 
fore the writer made a list of 153 possible statements to 
be considered for inclusion in such a scaleo Some of the 
items were adopted, or adapted, from sources such as Rice 
(40)p Capps and Cox (10) 9 Husen (24), and Aiken (2) or were 
suggestions from acquaintances or were original with the 
writero Copies of this list of statements were distributed 
to several graduate students who had been elementary 
teachers and were preparing to return to teachingo After 
reading the statements they indicated some that were not 
clear 9 that were ambiguous, that might be misinterpretedv 
or for some other reason were inappropriateo Accordingly 9 
changes were made in the statements implementing the 
improvements suggestedo 
To perfect the instrument further the investig~tor 
used the informal criteria for editing statements that 
Edwards (17 1 13=14) summarizedo 
A field trial using the 140 remaining statements was 
the next step in developing the scaleo The instrument was 
administered to a graduate class in education in which the 
members were either elementary teachers or were ad.minis= 
trators who dealt with elementary teacberso 
As Edwards (17, 13) stated: 
One of the best procedures in the preliminary 
evaluation of statements is to have se·veral 
individuals respond to the· statements as they 
would· if they had favorable attitudes toward 
the· object under considerationo The same indi-
viduals may then be asked to respond to the· 
statements as they would if they had unfavorable 
attitudes.. If it is possible for them to give 
similar responses of acceptance or rejection 
when they assume different attitudes, then such 
statements are not likely to be of value in an 
attitude scaleo Preliminary evaluation of 
statements in the manner prescribed· can thus 
serve to eliminate many ambiguous as well as 
factual statementso 
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Thus, the members of the graduate class during the 
field trial played the role of the elementary teacher with 
a desirable attitude toward teaching mathematics and marked 
the attitude scale accordinglyo Later, the same group 
played the role of the elementary teacher with an undesir-
able attitude toward teaching mathematics and marked the 
scale againo The participants were asked not to use their 
names but were requested to use an identifying number so 
the answers of each person from the opposing viewpoints 
could be comparedo Some of those participants also marked 
statements as ambiguous, meaning that they could be inter-
preted in more than one way, and made suggestions for 
improving the wording of some of the statementso 
The field trial revealed that some of the statements 
were nondiscriminatingo They were eliminated and the 
wording of other statements was improved, using the 
suggestions from the field trial participantso 
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Then three teachers were asked to check the scale, 
which then had 100 statementso The last step in preparing 
the scale was to place the individual items in random order 
through the use of a table of random nurnberso 
In order to encourage the subjects to express their 
true feelings in each reply, a cover page for the scale was 
prepared explaining the purpose of the study and requesting 
that the subjects not sign their names on the tests 9 only 
on the cover page which would be discarded before the 
scales were checked and scores were talliedo They were 
assured that the scores were for research only, would be 
available only to the investigator 9 and could in no way 
affect their gradeo A copy of this scale which the writer 
has called the Attitude Toward Teaching Elementary 
Mathematics scale (ATEM) is included in Appendix Co 
Thusj the instruments used to gather data about the 
attitudes of student teachers toward mathematics and toward 
the teaching of mathematics consisted of the followingg 
A Dutton (15) scale, A Study .2f Attitude Toward Arithmetic, 
the Hurst (23) scales on Confidence and Pleasure 9 and the 
Attitude Toward Teaching Elementary Mathematics (ATEM) 
scaleo 
In order to establish the equivalence of the two 
groups the .Q1i§. Quick-Scoring Mental Abilities ~~ Gamma 
Form Am (Otis) (34) was used to determine the --
equivalence of the groups in regard to intelligenceo The 
equivalence in regard to mathematical ability of the groups 
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was determined through the use of the test Structure of ~ 
Number System: Form A (SNS) (16). --
Collection of Data 
The data needed to establish the equivalence of the 
S-group and the C-group consisted of two kinds: 
lo Data which could be gathered through tests 
administered to the subjects: intelligence and 
mathematical ability tests. 
2o Data which had to be gathered from the records 
of the subjects: grade point averages prior to 
entering the elementary education program, number 
of mathematics courses taken in college prior to 
student teaching, and grade point averages on 
mathematics courses taken in college prior to 
student teaching. 
All testing was conducted during th~ workshop periods 
allotted for the methods instructiono This testing was 
necessarily performed on different days and in different 
locations as the workshops were conducted in centers 
located in Stillwater, Ponca City, Tulsa, and Oklahoma 
City, Oklahoma. The"ava.ilability of the subjects for test~ 
ing and the testing schedule were determined by the faculty 
members responsible for the methods instructiono 
The instruments used for obtaining raw scores on the 
intelligence and mathematical ability variables were the 
Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Abilities Test: Gamma Testg -
I2!1!! !fil (Otis) ( 34) 1 and Structure .Q.! the Number System: 
.E.2£!!! A (SNS) (16)o Those tests were administered during 
the ninth week of the fall semester and the seventh or 
eighth week of the spring semestero 
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The data gathered from the records of the participants 
included the overall grade point average prior to the stu-
dent w s entry into the elementary education programo This 
is usually by the end of the fourth semester, when the 
student would have approximately 64 hours of work com-
pleted o Since some students had attended summer school 
sessions 9 and others had transferred in from other schools 
and their accompanying transcripts did not report work by 
semestersp it became necessary to take the first 64 hours 
listed on the records with little regard for semester 
demarcationo 
The other data from the student records was easily 
secured by merely counting the number of mathematics 
courses on the transcripts prior to student teaching and 
computing the grade point averages on those courseso 
The data from the two categories described above 
provided the necessary information for establishing the 
equivalence of the S-group and the C-groupo 
The data needed for comparing the attitudes of the 
groups were secured through the use of certain scales 
that were administered to the groupso For the Dutton (15, 
361-362) scale, A Stud;y £! Attitude Toward Arithmetic, each 
subject was asked to check each of the fifteen items which 
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applied to himo The items were weighted and the weights of 
the i tern~~ ehec~ed were summed- to" secure :each indi vid~l 9 s 
scoreo 
The Hurst (23, 72) Pleasure and Confidence scales were 
ordinal scales as the items were to be rank-ordered accord-
ing to the pleasure and confidence the subject felt he 
would have in regard to teaching the ten courses that were 
commonly taught in the elementary schoolo 
As the ATEM scale was a Likert-type summated scalej 
the subjects were asked to mark one and only one of the 
five replies possible for each of the statements, the one 
that most nearly represented the participant's true feel-
ingso Their choices consisted of SA (Strongly Agree), 
A (Agree)~ U (Undecided), D (Disagree), or SD (Strongly 
Disagree). The choices were weighted from +2 for favorable 
choices to ~2 for unfavorable choices. The data then 
consisted of the sumrnated scores of the weights for the 
choice so 
These scales were administered to the subjects in each 
of the centersg Pone,a City, Oklahoma City, Stillwater, and 
Tulsa~ Oklahomao The S-group were administered the scales 
during the last week of the fall 1970 term, and the C-group 
were given the same scales during the last week of the 
spring 1971 termo 
The data gathered by the above discussed scales pro-
vided the needed information to compare the attitudes of 
the two groupso 
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Statistical Tests 
It was assumed in planning this study that the S-group 
and the C-group were equivalent and that this equivalence 
would be shown through the use of i~telligence test scoresp 
scores from a test of mathematical ability, overall grade 
point averages» the number of mathematics courses taken in 
college prior to student teaching, and the grade point 
averages for those mathematics courses taken in college 
prior to student teachingo 
The t-test for a difference between two independent 
means, as presented in Bruning and Kintz (7, 10), was used 
to test the preliminary hypotheses SH5 and SH6o 
There is no significant difference in the 
intelligence of the two treatment groupso 
There is no significant difference in the 
mathematics competency of the two treatment 
groups. 
Scores on the Otis were used as the measure of 
intelligence and scores on the SNS were used as the measure 
of mathematical abilityo These preliminary hypotheses were 
to be rejected at the Oo05 level of significance using a 
two-tailed testo 
To test the preliminary hypotheses SH7 and SHgp the 
equivalence of the overall grade point averages prior to 
entry into the elementary education program and the grade 
point averages for mathematics courses taken in college 
prior to student teaching were tested by the t-test as 
given in Bruning and Kintz (7, lO)o 
There is no significant difference between 
the groups in their overall grade point 
averages prior to entry into the teacher 
educati.on programo 
There is no significant difference between 
the groups in their grade point=average 
on the mathematics courses taken in college 
prior to their student teaching. ·experience o 
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These also were to be rejected at the 0.05 level of signif-
icance using a two-tailed testo 
Preliminary hypothesis SH9 was tested by the Chi~ 
square CJ-:,2 ) test using a three by two contingency tableo 
There is no significant difference between 
the groups in the number of courses of 
mathematics taken in college prior to 
student teachingo 
Siegel ( 44, 104) discusses the Chi-square ( "f~}) test 
as follows: .{ .·~·· 
The hypothesis under test is usually that the two 
groups differ with respect to some characteristic 
and therefore with respect tO the .relative frequency 
with which group members fall in several categorieso 
To test this hypothesis, we count the number of 
cases from each group which fall in the various 
categories» and compare the proportion of cases 
from one group in the various categories with the 
proportion of cases from the other groupo 
The categories used to test SH9 were~ those who took 
fewer than two mathematics courses prior to student teach= 
ing, those who took two courses, and :those who took more 
than two.. Thus, the d.:;tta used''fi1 this test were nominal. 
SH9 was also to be rejected at the 0.05 level of -'. .- ... ~~~.;~~l~"'.~-i~~~"'. · .. t 
significance using a two-tailed test. 
The results of the five tests discussed here were used 
to establish the equivalence of the S-group and the C-group. 
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. 
To justify accepting or rejecting the attitude hypoth= 
eses SH1 and SH2 the Mann-Whitney U test was used on the 
data gathered by using Hurst's (23, 72) Pleasure and 
Confidence scaleso 
There will be no difference in the pleasure 
received from teaching mathematics between 
the student teachers who are given the 
concurrent treatment and those who are 
given the sequential treatmento 
There will be no difference in their con-
fidence in teaching mathematics between 
the student teachers who are given the 
concurrent treatment and those who are 
given the sequential treatmento 
Kerlinger (28, 263n) claims the Mann-Whitney U is one 
of the most powerful of the nonparametric testso 
As is often the case, there were tied scores.. Runyon 
and Haber (41, 27) state that "Although ties within a 
group do not constitute a problem (U is unaffected), we do 
face some difficulty when ties occur between two or more 
observations which involve both groupso" The effect of 
ties is usually negligible but what little effect it has 
is to change the variability of the set of ranks, so the 
correction for ties is applied to the standard deviation 
of the sampling distribution of Uo 
Siegel (44, 125-126) states, 
When the correction is employed, it tends to 
increase [author's italics] the value of z 
slightly, making it more significanto Therefore 
when we do not correct for ties our test is 
vconservative 9 in that the value of p will be 
slightly inflatedoooThe writervs recommendation 
is that one should correct for ties only if the 
proportions of ties is quite large, if some of 
the tvs are large, or if the p which is obtained 
without the correction is very close to one 0 s 
previously set value of c}\ o 
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Since the proportion of ties was quite large in this 
study 9 it was deemed advisable to make the correction for 
ties between groups, using the correction formula from 
Siegel (44 1 125)0 
The hypotheses SH1 and SH2 were to be rejected at the 
Oo05 level of significance using a two-tailed testo 
The t-test was used to test SH3 using the data 
secured by using Dutton°s (15, 361-362) ! Study .2f .Al!?i= 
tude Toward Mathematicso -
There will be no difference in the atti= 
tudes toward mathematics between the 
student teachers given the concurrent 
treatment and those given the sequential 
treatmento 
This hypothesis also was to be rejected at the Oo05 level 
of significance using a two-tailed testo 
In order to use the ATEM scale with confidence a 
reliability coefficient was desirableo This was secured 
through a test-retest procedure using a randomly selected 
ten percent of the subjectso The Pearson product-moment 
correlation, as given in Bruning and Kintz (7~ 153) 9 was 
used with the result~ r = OoB2o This was considered high 
enough for the scale to be used in the studyo 
To test SH4 the t-test as given in Bruning and Kintz 
(7, 10) was usedo 
There will be no difference in the atti-
tudes toward the teaching of mathematics 
between the student teachers given the 
concurrent treatment and those given the 
sequential treatment. 
This hypothesis was to be rejected at the 0.05 level of 
significance using a two-tailed test. 
Assumptions and Limitations 
. 
In this study the writer assumed that intelligence, 
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mathematical ability, grade point average, number of mathe-
matics courses taken prior to student teaching, and the 
grade point averages on those mathematics courses were 
major variables that might affect the dependent variables. 
Any other variables that might be significant were assumed 
to be randomly distributed or they were highly correlated 
with those considered. 
It was assumed that the methods instructor maintained 
the same behavioral objectives during the times the sub= 
jects were enrolled in the various sections of the course. 
Thus, the learning opportunities were assumed to be the 
same for all the subjects in both groups. It was assumed 
that the tests for equivalence showed the two groups to be 
equivalent, therefore the attitudes of the groups at the 
beginning of' the. respective terms of student teaching were 
assumed equivalent and any differences at the ends of the 
terms would be due to the independent variables. 
The C=group and the S-group were considered to be 
samples from the same population having been drawn at 
different times. The population to which the writer wished 
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to apply the results of this study was all those indi= 
viduals who will receive elementary school mathematics 
methods instruction and student teaching under the con-
current design with the same methods instructor,, at 
Oklahoma State University. Generalizations to other popu-
lations could not be justified statistically. 
The purpose of this study as stated earlier was to 
determine the effect of the concurrent design of student· 
teaching and methods instruction program, as initiated in 
the elementary-. education area at Oklahoma State University 
during the 1970-1971 academic year, on the attitudes of 
the participating students toward mathematics and toward 
the teaching of mathematics. It was anticipated that the 
result.s of this study would provide some of the information 
that would aid the faculty in the elementary education area 
in making decisions for the future in relation to plans for 
the student teaching program. 
CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Introduction 
The analysis of data is in two main sectionso The 
first section contains the analysis of data related to the 
equivalence of the two groups included in this studyo 
Equivalence was established by comparing the scores of each 
of the groups on selected criteria: Otis Quick-Scoring 
Mental Abilities ~: Gamma Test: Form Am (34), denoted --
as Otis, Structure of~ Number System: .[.£!]! A (16) 
denoted as SNS, overall grade point averages of the sub-
jects prior to their entry into the elementary education 
program, the grade point averages on the mathematics 
courses taken in college prior to student teaching, and 
the number of mathematics courses taken in college prior 
to the student teaching experienceo The second section 
contains the analysis of data related to the attitudes of 
the student teacherso This analysis includes a comparison 
of the scores of the groups on the following instrumentsg 
A Dutton scale (15~ 361-362) A Study .2f Attitude Toward 
Arithmetic, Hurst's (23, 72) Confidence and Pleasure scales 
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and the Attitude Toward Teaching Elementary Mathematics 
scale (ATEM) which was constructed for use in this studyo 
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The total number of subjects in the study was 1510 In 
the S-group of 77 subjects were those student teachers who 
had received their mathematics methods instruction prior 
to their student teaching experienceo The C-group included 
74 subjects who were receiving their mathematics methods 
instruC'tion concurrently with their student teachingo In 
the S-group complete sets of scores were secured for 77 
subjectso One of those in the C-group was not included 
because she had had student teaching during a previous 
termo 
The use of both parametric [Student~s t-test and 
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation] and non-parametric 
[Mann-Whitney U and Chi-Square tests] statistics necessi-
tated the use of both raw scores and ranks in various 
computationso Therefore, in addition to tabulating raw 
scores for all subjects, the scores were also arranged in 
rank ordero The scores used in the various comparisons may 
be found in Appendix Do 
Comparability of Groups 
The design used in this study called for scores 
between groups to be statistically equivalento To meet 
this requirement preliminary hypotheses SH5 , SH6 , SH79 SHg 9 
and SH9, as listed on page 29, were formulated and testedo 
The variables in those preliminary hypotheses were 
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intelligence, mathematical ability, overall grade point 
average prior to entering the elementary education program~ 
the grade point average on the mathematics courses taken in 
college prior to student teaching, and the number of mathe-
matics courses taken in college prior to student teaching~ 
respectivelyo Those preliminary hypotheses were related to 
the comparability of the two groups being studiedo 
The t-test for differences between two independent 
mean scores was used to test SH5, SH6, SH7 ~ and SHgo 
Bruning and Kintz (7, 9) claim the most common use of this 
test is to determine "whether the performance difference 
between two groups of subjects is significanto" 
In order to use the t-test with confidence certain 
conditions must be meto Siegel (44, 19) lists these as 
lo The observations must be independent.oo 
that 
2o The observations must be drawn from normally 
distributed populationso 
Jo These populations must have the same variance 
(orp in special cases, they must have a known 
ratio of variances)o 
4o The variables involved must have been measured 
in at least [author 0 s italics] an interval 
sca'Ieo 0 0 
In regard to these conditions Siegel (44, 19) states 
With the possible exception of the assumption of 
homoscedasticity (equal variances), these condi-
tions are ordinarily not tested in the course of 
the performance of a statistical analysiso 
However, a brief discussion would be appropriate hereo· 
In this study the basic design was that of two independent 
sampleso The independence arose from the fact that a 
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person°s being in one group, did not preclude another from 
being in the same groupo The second condition was that the 
observations must be drawn from normally distributed popu= 
lationso Since the subjects in each group were self~ 
selectedt it could hardly be a biased representationo 
Popham (36, 139) notes that, 
In practice it usually is considered satisfactory 
if the sample data do not depart drastically fr.om 
normalityoooAs one often has difficulty in drawing 
purely random samples in educational situations, 
a more reasonable guide would be to make sure 
that the sample has not been drawn in such a 
fashion that it is a biased repre$entation of the 
population under studyoooin general the assump= 
tions noted above are quite leniento One can 
depart quite markedly from them and still obtain 
a t value which can be correctly interpretedo 
The fourth condition was met for the Otis, SNS, over-
all GPA, and mathematics GPA as all of these were measured 
with interval scaleso 
The use of the t-test also requires the third condi-
tion that the variances of scores for the two variables are 
equalo This assumption can be tested by a statistical 
technique known as the F ratio in which the larger variance 
is divided by the smaller varianceo The quantity that 
results is known as F and is interpreted for statistical 
significance from a table similar to the t-tableo The 
smaller the F the more tenable the assumption that the 
variances of scores for the two variables are equalo The 
F~test was used in this study each time a t~test was 
neededo The form of the t-test used depended on the F 
ratioo The results of the statistical tests for SH5 ~ SH6v 
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'f ABLE I 
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEAN SCORES 
ON THE OTIS GAMMA 
Mean Variance t df 
56013 62021 082 149 
57024 77.30 
Significant beyond the 0.,20 level 
F = 1.24 
Level of 
Significance 
p > 020 
The ratio of the variances yielded an F = 1.24 for 
scores on the Otis and an F = 1.18 on the SNS. These F's 
were small enough to support the assumption of homogeneity 
of variance for using the t-test. Therefore the t-test 
that was suitable when n1 ~ n2 and s12 = s22 was selected. 
Popham (36 0 148) recommends the pooled variance formula 
with degrees of freedom equal to n1 + n2 - 2o This is the 
most powerful testo 
Il - I2 





DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEAN SCORES 
ON THE SNS 
Mean Variance t df 
24.64 29.21 .896 149 
25.46 34.53 
Significant beyond the 0.20 level 




p > .20 
On the overall grade point averages the F = 1.75 while 
on the mathematics grade point averages the F = 1.61, both 
of which were larger than the table values. This could 
possibly be due to the marked deviation from normality of 
the grade point averages. For instance, there were 21 
subjects in the study who h.ia.d mathematics GPA 0 s of 4.0. 
In addition there were 56 others who had mathematics GPA 0 s 
of 3 .. 0 or greater but less than 4.0. This was more than 
one-half of the subjects with scores above the average C 
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grade. This could be due to the O~lahoma State University 
requirement: to enter the elementary teacher education 
program a student must have a minimum GPA of 2.3. 
Thus, in SH7 and SHg the F-ratio larger than the table 
values indicated a significant d~fference in the variances. 
Since the F-ratio was larger than the table value for 
both the overall grade point averages and the mathematics 
grade point averages the hypothesis of variance homogeneity 
in each case was untenable. Ther~!ore a form of the t-test 
that is appropriate when n1 ~ n2 and s12 f s22 was used to 
test SH7 and SHg• Popham (36, 148) calls the form needed 
the "separate variance formula": 
To use this t-test the tabled t value for a given level of 
significance is determined by averaging the t values for 
degrees of freedom equai to n1 - 1 and degrees of freedom 
equal to n2 - 1. In both cases, in this study, since n1 
and n2 were each large, the table t va~ues were the same 
for n1 - 1 and n2 - 1. 
TABLE III 
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN OVERALL GPA 
N Mean Variance t df 
S-group 77 2.71 .164 1.130 149 
C-group 74 2.79 .287 
Significant beyond the 0.20 level 
F = 1.75 
!ABLE IV 
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MATHEMATICS GPA 
N Mean Va:t:ir,@-.~ c e t 
' \. <;·~ \ t... -' ' ' ' 
-·.:;;;. .. -·:--··· ..._ -~~:-=-..... 
S-group 77 2.71 .57 ~759 
C-group 74 2.82 .91 
Significant beyond the 0.20 level 










The level of significance of the values of t were 
computed using a two-taiied test since the hypotheses were 
nond~rectional. The difference in the S-group and the 
C-group mean scores was not statistically significant for 
any of the four tests analyzed. Therefore preliminary 
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hypotheses SH5, SH6, sH7, and SHg are tenable. It should 
be noted that the hypotheses could not be rejected even at 
the 0.20 le~el of statistical significance. This is a 
strong indication that the existing differences in the mean 
scores were little more than chance differences and the two 
groups may be assumed to be samples from the same popula-
tion with respect to intelligence, mathematical ability, 
overall grade point averages, and mathematics grade point 
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averages. However, in each case the difference in the 
means favored the 0-group over the S-group. It is worth 
noting here that there is only one chance in sixteen that 
all four of the differences wol,l.ld vary in the same direc-
tion. There is evidence here, then, that the C-group was 
superior to the S-group in regard to intelligence, mathe-
matics competency, overall grade point averages, and 
mathematics grade point averages. The difference is not 
great enough to be statistically significant. 
The other variable used for testing the equivale_nce 
of the groups was the number of mathematics courses taken 
in college prior to student teaching. This was tested by 
using the Chi-square (~2 ) test, This statistical test is 
a test of the hypothesis that the nwnbers of mathematics 
courses taken by the two groups prior to student teaching 
are equivalent. The statistic is a non-parametric 
statistic with the function to determine the significance 
of differences between two independent grol,l.ps when the data 
consist of frequencies in discrete categories. To use it 
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the measurement may be as weak as nominal scaling which is 
the scaling used here. 
The Chi-square ('X.,2) test as used in this report took 
the form of a three by two contingency table with the rows 
indicating the classification or subjects as those who took 
less than, exactly, or more than two mathematics courses in 
college prior to their student teaching. The columns indi-
cated the groups, the S-group and the C-group. This gave 
six cells that indicated the number of subjects in each 
group who took less than, exactly, or more than two 
courses. 
A fundamentall assumption in. the use of Y.} is that 
each observation of frequency is independent of all other 
observations. The fact that one subj.ect took a certain 
number of courses did not preclude another subject from 
taking the same number of courses. Hence, this assumption 
was met. Another requirement is that when the number of 
degrees of freedom is greater than one the expected 
frequency in 80 percent of the cells should equal or 
exceed five, and no cell should have an expected frequency 
of less than one. The expected frequencies in the cells 
in this report vary from 9,$ to 51.5, None of the cells 
has an expected frequency of five or less. Therefore this 
requirement was met. 
The data for the Chi-square C'X.2) test are shown in 
Table v. The computed value of ~2 was 0.76. The value 
of "f-2 would have to be greater than 5.99 in order to 
reject SH9 at the 0.05 level of significance. Therefore, 
the two groups were equivalent in regard to the number of 
mathematics courses taken prior to student teaching. 
0 - 1 
2 
3 - 7 
TABLE V 
DIFFERENCES lN THE NUMBER OF 
MATHEMATICS· COURSES TAKEN 
S-group c-group 
11 (10.199) 9 (9.801) 
49 (51.563) 52 (49.497) 







Considering the results of the t-tests on SH5, SH6, 
SH7 t and SHg and the Chi-square (~2 ) test on SH9 one con-
clusion can be drawn: the two groups were equivalent on 
the variables specified in these prelimina;r-y hypotheses. 
However the t-tests showed th~t the results of four of the 
five tests favored the C-group. Thus the C-group was 
superior to the S-group in regard to intelligence, mathe-
matics competency, overall grade point average, and mathe-
matics grade point average, but this superiority was not 
statistically significant. Therefore, the two groups 
should be assumed to be samples from the same population. 
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Criteria Performance 
The independent variables in this study were the atti-
tudes of student teachers in the elementary education area. 
The study of the attitudes included two phases, the student 
teachers' attitudes toward mathematics and their attitudes 
toward the teaching of mathematics. Four subhypotheses 
SH1 , SH2, SH3 , and SH4, as listed on page 28, were formu-
lated and tested. These subhypotheses were concerned with 
the pleasure a subject had in teaching mathematics, the 
confidence he had in teaching mathemat~cs, his attitude 
toward mathematics, and his attitude toward the teaching 
of mathematics, respectively. 
The Mann-Whitney U test was used to test SH1 and SH2, 
the pleasure and the confidence the subject had in teaching 
mathematics. The Mann-Whitney U is a statistical test of 
the hypothesis that the distributions of two sets of scores 
are equivalent. The statistic is a non-parametric 
statistic and requires only the assumption that the ordinal 
level of measure has been obtained; that is, the ranks of 
the scores provide an ordering of the scores through which 
one score can be said to be better than another. 
To calculate the statistic U, all scores are placed 
in rank-order without regard to the group to which the 
subjects belong. The rank of 1 is assigned to the score 
which is algebraically lowest. Ranks range from 1 for the 
algebraically lowest score to N = n1 + n2 for the 
algebraically highest score. Tied observations are 
assigned the average of the tied ranks. The ranks are then 
summed for one of the groups. The selection of the group 
has no bearing on the outcome of the test. Calculation of 
U is then based on the sum and the number of subjects in 
each group. As sample sizes become large, greater than 
twenty, the distribution of U approaches the normal distri-
butiono In this case, a value called z can be calculated 
from U, and the level of significance of the test can be 
obtained from a table for the normal distribution with zer• 
mean and unit variance. When the normal approximation to 
the sampling distribution is used in a test of a null 
hypothesis, it does not matter which of the following 




+ --~~~~~-~~~~ ~ R2 
2 
where R1 = sum of the ranks assigned to the group whose 
sample size is n1 
R2 = sum of the ranks assigned to the group whose 
sample size is n2 (44, 120) 
The absolute value of z yielded by the formula 
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u ... ----.......... 
~~---~--~--~~-----~-~ 
12 ( 44, 121) 
will be the same if either forrm,1la for finding U is used. 
The sign of the z depends on which U formula is used but 
the value does not. 
If ties occur between two or more observations in the 
same group the value of U is not affected, but if this 
occurs between two or more observations :involving both 
groups, the value of U is affected. Although the effect is 
usually negligible, the ~ffect of tied ranks is to change 
the variability of the set of ranks so the correction for 
ties must be applied to the standard deviation of the 
sampling distribution of U. Corrected for ties the 
standard deviation formula becomes 
where N = n1 + n2 
T = t3 - t (t is the number of observations tied for 
a given rank) 
L_T is the sum of the T's over ~11 groups of tied 
observations. (44, 124) 
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When correction is employed, it tends to increase the 
value of z slightly, making it more significant. When 
correction is not made for ties, the test is conservative 
in that the value of p will be slightly inflated. Siegel 
(44, 126) recommends 
••• that one should correct for ties only if the 
proportion of ties is quite large, if some of 
the t's are large, or if the p which is obtained 
without the correction is very close to one's 
previously set value Qf o<. • 
Since the proportions of ties on the Pleasure and 
Confidence scales were large the z scores for both were 
corrected for ties but the differences found were negligi-
ble. The corrected values are listed in Tables VI and VII 
and the uncorrected values are reported below each of those 
tables. As SH1 and SH2 were non-directional hypotheses 





DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PLEASURE FROM 
TEACHING OF ELEMENTARY 
MATHEMATICS 
Sum of Median u Corrected Ranks Scores z 
5039 3 
6136 4 2264 -1.96 
Significant at 0.05 
Before correction z = -1.94 
Level of 
Significance 
p = .05 
TABLE VII 
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CONFIDENCE IN 
TEACHING OF ELEMENTARY 
MATHEMATICS 
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N Sum of Ranks 
Median 
Scores u 
Corrected Level of 
z Significance 
S-group 74 6123.5 3 2127.5 -2.36 p < . 02 
C-group 74 4902.5 5 
Significant at 0.02 
Before correction z ~ -2.34 
The distributions of the S-group and the C-group 
rankings on the Pleasure and Confidence scales were both 
statistically significant; the Pleasure scale at the 0.05 
level and the Confidence scale at the 0.02 level. There-
fore, both subhypotheses SH1 and SH2 were rejected. 
Since the sum of ranks of the C-group was greater than 
the sum of ranks of the S-group for the Pleasure scale, the 
conclusion was drawn that those student teachers given the 
concurrent treatment received more pleasure from teaching 
mathematics than those given the sequential treatment. 
Also, the sum of ranks of the S-group was greater than 
the sum of ranks of the C-group for the Confidence scale, 
and the median score of the S-group was higher than the 
median score of the C-group. Therefore, it was concluded 
that those student teachers given the sequential treatment 
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had more confidence toward teaching mathematics than those 
given the concurrent treatment. 
The remaining subhypotheses, SH3 and SH4, were tested 
with the t-test. These subhypotheses were concerned with 
the subjects' attitudes toward mathematics as shown on the 
Dutton (15, 361-362) scale and the subjects' attitudes to-
ward teaching mathematics as shown on the ATEM scale. The 
F.ratio was calculated for each and the values found are 
recorded beneath the corresponding tables of data for SH3 





DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GROUPS lN 
ATTITUPE TOWARD MATHEMATICS 
Mean Variance t ~f 
49.04 238.53 -1.204 149 
45.88 284.96 
Significant beyond the .20 level 
F = 1.19 
Level of 
Significance 
p > .20 
The F ratio for the Dutton scale indicated that the 
variance was homogeneous. Therefore the pooled variance 
t-test was used. The t~test result was -1.20. This was 
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not significant at the 0.05 level, therefore SH3 could not 
be rejected. The negative t indicated that the mean for 






DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GROUPS 
ON THE A,TEM 
Mean Variance t ,, 
$9.92 696.36 -.495 
87'!35 1324.4$ 
Significant beyond the .20 level 
F = 1.90 
df Level of S\.¢(n~~panc.e 
149 p > .20 
The ratio for the ATEM scale indicated that the null 
hypothesis of homogeneous va~:i,.ance was ur,.tenable so the 
separate variance t-test was used~ The value of t was 
-0.495 which was not sign,ificant at the 0.05 level. There-
fore sH4 could not be rejected. The negative t indicated 
that the mean for the S-group was greater than the mean for 
the C-group. However, the means secured on the data from 
the ATEM scale were different, but the difference was 
small. Likewise in the case of the means secured on the 
data from the Dutton scale, the mean for the S-group was 
greater than that of the C-group but not much.greater. 
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The results of the t-test on the scores from the 
Dutton (15, 361-362) scale and the ATEM scale indicate that 
SH ·and SH cannot be rejected. There!ore there is no 3 4 
significant difference between the student teachers who 
were given the concurrent treatment and those who were 
given the sequential treatment in their attitudes toward 
mathematics and toward the teaching of mathematics. 
The results then of SH1, SH2, SH3, and SH4 are as 
follows: Whereas the subjects given the concurrent treat-
ment receive greater pleasure from teaching mathematics, 
those given the sequential treatment have more confidence 
in teaching mathematics; and there is no significant 
difference between the groups in the attitudes toward 
mathematics and toward the teaching of ·mathematics. 
Swnma:ry 
The analysis of the data can be summarized as follows: 
1. The two groups who were given the sequential or 
concurrent treatments were equivalent as shown by the fact 
that the preliminary hypotheses SH5 , SH6, SH7 , SHg, and SH9 
were tenable. The two groups, then, were equivalent in 
intelligence, in mathematics competency, in overall GPA, in 
mathematics O-PA, and in the number of college mathematics 
courses taken. However, the difference in the means of 
four of these favored the c-group. 
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2. Subhypotheses SH1 ~nd SH2 were rejected at the 
0.05 level of significance while SHJ and SH4 could not be 
rejected at the same level. The two groups, then, had no 
significant difference in attitudes toward mathematics and 
toward the teaching of mathematics. The C-group received 
more pleasure from teaching mathematics than the S-group. 




SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary 
During the 1970-71 academic year Oklahoma State 
University initiated a program in the elementary education 
area. A concurrent design of methods instruction and 
student teaching replaced the traditional sequential design 
of methods instruction prior to student teaching. 
-
The students in the new program were in the classroom 
as student teachers four days each week in the sixteen 
weeks semester and in workshops the fifth day each week. 
During the workshops instruction in methods of teaching 
language arts, science, social sciences, and mathematics 
was provided. 
The purpose of this study was to assess the effects 
of the concurrent program on the attitµdes of the student 
teachers toward mathematics and toward the teaching of 
elementary mathematics. This was done by comparing the 
attitudes of the two groups of student teachers, denoted 
as the S-group and the C-group depending on the treatment 
received, sequential or concurrent, respectively. 
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The independent variables in this study were the 
sequential and concurrent treatments while the dependent 
variables were the attitudes or the subjects toward mathe-
matics and toward the teaching or mathematics. 
The subjects !or the study were among those who were 
doing their student teaching in the elementary education 
area at Oklahoma State University during the 1970-71 
academic year. It was not possible to randomly select 
subjects or to randomly assign them to treatments. So, 
the students were two self-selected groups, known as the 
S-group and the C-group. The 77 subjects in the S-group 
had received J2 hours of mathematics methods instruction 
prior to student teaching, which they did during the fall 
term of 1970. The C-group of 74 subjects were given 17 
hours of methods instruction concurrently with their 
st,udent teach:iing during the spring term of 1971. In each 
l1 
case the student teaching experience extended over a term 
of sixteen weeks with four days each week in the classroom 
and the fifth day in workshops, The S-group we~e allowed 
study time dur:l,ng the mathematicE$ workshops c;ts th~1 had 
. . 
previously had a course in mathematics methods. The 
methods instructor was the same for both groups and the 
behavioral objectives were the same for both groups. 
The theory underlying this study was based on the 
following statement~, which are almost truisms: 
1. A teacher's attitude affects his effect~veness in 
the classroqm. 
2. A teacher's attitude affects the performance and 
the attitudes of his pupils. 
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3. Attitudes toward mathematics are usually formed 
in the elementary grades and, once formed, are tenaciously 
held. 
Hence, if children ~re to develop the desirable atti-
tudes toward mathematics and are to perform well in mathe-
matics, then they must have teacher$ whose preparation 
fosters those desirable attitudes to the greatest possible 
degree. 
On the basis of the above briefly stated theory, it 
was hypothesized that student teachers who received their 
methods instruction concurrently with their student teach-
ing so they could see the immediate application of the 
methods being ~tudied would have more desirable attitudes 
toward mathematics and the teaching of mathematics than 
those in a sequential program. 
Hence, the null hypothesis that there would be no 
difference in the attitudes of the subjects given the 
concurrent treatment and those given the sequential treat-
ment was tested against the alternate hypothesis that the 
subjects receiving the concurrent treatment would have 
attitudes more desirable than those receiving the sequen-
tial treatment. 
Four related subhypotheses in null form were tested. 
The essence of the subhypotheses was that there would be 
no difference between the student teachers under the 
, .... 
concurrent treatment and those under the sequential treat-
ment in regard to the pleasure received from teaching 
mathematics, their confidence in teaching mathematics, 
their attitudes toward mathematics, and their attitudes 
toward the teaching of mathematics. 
The data for this study were secured from a Dutton 
( 15, 361-362) sca1,e, ! Study .2.£ Attitude Toward Arithmetic, 
Hurst's (23, 72) Pleasure and Confidence scales, and the 
Attitude Toward Teaching Elementary Mathematics (ATEM) 
scale constructed by the investigator for use in this study .. 
Since the two groups were not randomly selected nor 
randomly assigned several preliminary hypotheses were 
tested to show that the groups were equivalent. These pre-
liminary hypotheses stated in null form were that there 
would be no significant differences between the two groups 
in intelligence, mathematical ability, overall grade point 
average prior to entry into the teacher education program, 
number of mathematics courses taken in college prior to 
student teaching, and grade point averages on those 
mathematics courses. 
Data needed for establishing the equivalence of the 
treatment groups in terms of intelligence were secured from 
scores on the Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Abilities Test; 
Gamma ~: .E..2£m Am (34) and in terms of mathematical 
ability from scores on.the Structure.£!~ Number System: 
Form A. (16) --
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The other variables tested were overall grade point 
averages before entering the element~ry education program, 
the number of mathematics courses taken in college priGr to 
student teaching, and, the grade point ~verages over those 
mathematics courses. The data for those comparisons were 
secured from the student records. 
Differences between each of' the sets of data were 
tested for statistical significance, The Mann-Whitney U 
was used to test the scores from Hurst's (2.l, 72) Pleasure 
and Confidence scales since t~ey were rank-order scales. 
The Chi-square <'X-2) test was used to test the "number of 
mathematics courses taken in college prior to student 
teaching" variable as this variable involved ordinal data. 
A three by two contingency table was used in which the 
numbers of subjects in eac~ group taking less than, 
exactly, or more than two mathematics courses were com-
pared. Since the rest of th~ test scores were summated 
scores, a t-test was used on each, 
The ATEM was tested !or reliability by the Pea~son 
Product-Moment Correlation based upon a test-retest proce.ss 
using ten perceµt of the su~jects~ 
Conclusions 
The analysis of data was presented in two sections, 
the first of which was in relation to the equivalence of 
the two groups in the study, the second of which was in 
regard to the attitudes of the two groups. 
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The t-test was used on data for four of the possible 
intervening var:l,ables: intelligence, mathematical ability, 
overall grade point averages, and mathematics grade point 
averages. The levels of significance of the values of t 
were computed using a two-tailed test. In each case the 
value of t for 149 degrees of freedom was less than the 
1.960 for the 0.05 level of significance. Hence, the con-
clusion was drawn that no significant difference existed 
between the C-group ~nd the S-group in regard to those four 
variables. In fact, there was no significant difference in 
those variables at the 0.20 level. The Chi-square C ·,2) 
test used to test the fifth variable, the number of mathe-
matics courses taken in college prior to student teaching, 
confirmed the findings of the t-tests on the above four 
variables. Therefore, any differences between the groups 
would be little more than chance differences and the two 
groups were samples drawn at different times from the 'same 
population. 
The Mann-Whitney U test was used to compare the 
results from the scales used to measure the pleasure and 
confidence in teaching mathematics since those scales gave 
rank-order data. As the sample sizes were greater than 
twenty, the distribution of U approached the normal distri-
bution. A z was calculated from U and the level of signif-
icance was obtained from a table for the normal distribu-
tion. Also, since there were many ties between the groups, 
a corrected z was computed. However, the differences 
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between the z values found and the corresponding corrected 
z values were negligible. The differences in the rankings 
on the Pleasure and Confidence scales were both statisti-
cally s~gnificanto Hence, the conclusion was drawn that 
the subjects under the concurrent treatment received more 
pleasure from teaching mathematics than those under the 
sequential treatment. Also, the subjects under the con-
current treatment were less confident of teaching mathe-
matics than those under the sequential treatmento 
The data concerned with attitudes toward mathematics 
and attitudes toward teach~pg mathematics, when tested with 
the t-test, showed no significant differences so the sub= 
hypotheses could not be rejected. Therefore, there was no 
significant difference between the group which received the 
concurrent treatment and the group that received the 
sequential treatment in their attitudes toward mathematics 
and toward the teaching of m~thematics. 
Thus, the results or the tests on the scores of the 
Dutton scale and the A'rEM scale showed no significant 
difference in the student t~acher$' attitudes toward 
mathematics and toward the teaching of mathematics. The 
results on the Hurst Pleasure scale indicated that the 
subjects under the conGurrent tr~atment received more 
pleasure from teaching mathem~tics than the subjects under 
the sequential. treatment. Likewise, those under the 
sequential treatment had more confidence in teaching mathe= 
matics than those under the concurrent treatment. 
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One of the purposes of making this study was to pro-
vide the faculty in the elementary education area at 
Oklahoma State University with information that would help 
them in their evaluation of the new program which they had 
initiated during the 1970-71 academic ye~r and to give them 
more data upon which to make future decisions in regard to 
the departmental programs for elementary student teacherso 
Implications for Future Research 
This study is statistically significant only for the 
population from whi~h the subjects were drawn, the student 
teachers in the elementary education area at Oklahoma State 
University who have the same methods instructor as did the 
groups in this study. Therefore the study should be 
replicated on other campuses. 
It would be desirable to conduct a similar study under 
true experimental conditions with the subjects randomly 
chosen and randomly assigned to groups. This was impossi-
ble for the study being reported here. 
The writer would suggest a replication of the study 
reported here with one change made: the number of hours of 
methods instruction held the same for both groupso 
Numerous studies have been made of attitudes toward 
mathematics of pupils, student teachers, and teachers, but 
there seems to be a paucity of studies in regard to the 
attitudes toward the teaching of mathematics, and there has 
not been a surplus of studies on the effects of teachers 9 
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attitudes on children~ Studies that would be concentrated 
on the attitudes of teachers toward the teaching of mathe-
matics might bring to light some useful data. Studies of 
the effects of the teachers' attitudes on children could 
point to desirable changes in the preparation of elementary 
teachers. 
The ATEM scale was designed specifically for this 
study and has been used in its present form only this one 
time. The writer suggests that it should be refined and 
used for replications of this study or perhaps for other 
studies. Other instruments, such as a semantic differen-
tial type instrument, could be constructed and used to 
measure the attitudes of teachers or student teachers 
toward the teaching of mathematics. This could offset 
somewhat the scarcity of such instruments. As Dutton (12, 
418) said, "The search for more adequate questionnaire and 
sampling techniques and factors underlying attitudes toward 
these subjects continues to be an important area for 
research." 
Since the scores on the tests of the attitudes toward 
mathematics and the attitudes toward the teaching of mathe-
matics indicated the same type of conclusions for both, a 
study of the relationship between attitudes toward mathe-
matics and attitudes toward the teaching of mathematics 
might be made. 
A study of the relationship of the Mahaffy (31) data 
and the data in this study would be appropriate since most 
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of the subjects in the two studies were the same ones and 
the general designs of the two studies were much the sameo 
Dutton (12, 424) reported that 25 percent of the 
student teachers maintain their negative attitudes toward 
mathematics in s~ite of any intervening instruction~ 
Studies concentrated on that 25 percent could bring to 
light information that would be most helpful in identifying 
such persons before they enter teacher educationo 
There seems to be a time lag in the development of 
attitudes; therefore longitudinal studies of attitudes 
toward mathematics and tow~rd the teaching of mathematics 
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APPENDIX A 
A STUDY OF ATTITUDE TOWARD ARITHMETIC 
... 
···.:. 
A STUDY OF ATTITUDE TOWARD ARITHMETIC 
Directions: Check only the statements which express your 
feeling toward arithmetic. 
_____ 1. I feel arithmetic is an important part of the 
school curriculum. 
______ 2. Arithmetic is something you have to do even 
though it is not enjoyable. 
3. Working with numbers is fun. -----· 
4. I have never liked arithmetic. ------
5. Arithmetic thrills me and I like it better than ----- any other subject. 
______ 6. I get no satisfaction from st~dying arithmetic. 
7. I like arithmetic because the procedures are --- logical. 
___ 8. I am afraid of doing word problems. 
9. I like working all types of arithmetic problems. -----
____ 10. I detest arithmetic and avoid using it at all 
times. 
___ 11. I have a growing appreciation of arithmetic 
through understanding its values, applications, 
and processes. 
_____ 12. I am completely indiffe~ent to arithmetic. 
____ 13. I have always liked arit~etic because it has 
presented me with a challenge. 
_____ 14• I like ar~thnietic but I li~e other subjects just 
as well. 
____ 15. The completion and proof of accuracy in arith-
metic gave. me satisfaction and f~e·lings of 
accomplishment. 
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DIRECTIONS: Number the following subjects from 1 to 10 in 
the order of the Pleasure you receive from teaching them. 
A "l" should appear by the subject you receive the most 
pleasure from teaching .;:i.nd a "10" by the subject you 
receive the least pleasure from teaching. Do !!.21 repeat a 






___ Physical Educatio:n 
___ Reading 
Science ---
,..._ ___ social Studies 
__ spelling 
DIRECTIONS: Numbe+ the following subjects from 1 to 10 in 
the order of your confidence in teaching them. A "l" 
should appear by the' suBject you. are most confident of when 
teaching and a "10" by the subject yol,l, are least confident 
of when teaching. Do not repeat a number or leave a blank -empty. 
Art --- Physical Education -~-
---Composition Reading ---
Mathematics --- Science ---
Music --- ----Social Studies 
___ .Penmanship _,___Spelling 
0? 
APPENDIX C 
ATTITUDE TOWARD TEACHING 
ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS 
COVER PAGE 
Dear Student Teachers: 
The following questionnaires are part of a project 
which is needed for my graduate work. The results of this 
study will be used by the Elementary Education Staff to 
help them make decisions in regard to the sixteen weeks of 
student teaching. 
Please mark the statement~ as you actually feel--there 
are no right or wrong answers. The right answers for you 
are the ones that express as nearly as possiple y9~r true 
feelings. 
Please do not write your name on any page except this -
one. This page will be removed before your papers are 
read; even I will not know whose answers belong to which 
person. They will in no way have any affect upon your 
grades. I need your name on this page for only one purpose: 
to oheck the reliability of my questionnaire, 
Thank you very much for your cooperation. 
Sincerely, 
(Mr$.) Velma s. Birkhead 
Your ~ame ..__,...,._,_..,,. ________________ ....,.... __ 
QL. 
DIRECTIONS: 
ATTITUDE TOWARD TEACHING ELEMENTARY 
MATHEMATICS (ATEM) 
Each of the statements c;m thi·s questionnaire is preceded by 
a set of abbreviations, Please circle the abbreviation 
which mr;al. nearly represent. s. your true feelings, according 
to the o lowing categQries~ 
SA Strongly Agree 
A Agree · 
U Undecided 
D Disagree 
SD Strongly Disagree 
The term "mathematics" as used here indicates elementary 
mathematics. 
1. SA A u D SD 1. Elementary teachers should 
have formal training in the 
use of mathematics materials. 
2. SA A u D SD 2. Children enjoy 
of mathemat;.ics. 
the challenges 
3. SA A u D SD 3. I would like to take anqt1,1er 
course in mathematics so I 
C8rn be better prepared to 
teach it. 
4. SA A u D SD 4. I wish that I did not have to 
t~ach mathematics. 
5. SA A u D SD 5. I dislike teachingmath.e-
ma tics so much that I will 
quit teaching it.as soon as 
I can get a job where they 
have a departmentalized 




6. SA A u D SD 6. M~thematics classes are fun 
for both th~ pupils and the 
teacher. 
7. SA A u D SD 7. Mathematics is a very practi-
cal ~ubject to teach. 
a. SA A u D SD 8. I a.in eager to get to school 
each day so I can teach a 
mathematics class. 
9. SA A u D SD 9. Those schools which do not 
put enough emphasis on ---
mathematics are sif being 
fair to their pup s. 
10. SA A u D SD 10, Mathematics should be taught 
ear.ly in the morning to get 
it over. 
11. SA A u D SD 11. Mathematics is as important 
as any 0th.er subject. 
12. SA A u ,o SD 12. I think set theory help~ to 
clarify and '1D.ify mathe-
matics. 
13. SA A u D SD 13. Teaching ~athematios makes me 
feel as though I'm lost in· a 
jungle of n'U,Il\bers and can't 
find my way out. 
14. SA A u D SD 14. The feeling that I have 
toward teaching mathematics 
is a good feeling. 
15. SA A u D SD 15. I find that the ~eaching of 
m~themat1cs is interesting. 
16. SA A u D SD 16, I like to teach mathematics. 
17. SA A u D SD 17. Any pupil who is willing to 
study can learn mathematics. 
1a. SA A u D SD ie. To lea~ mathematics children 
must dQ a great deal of 
homewo~k. 
19. SA A u D SD 19. Many concepts presented in 
mathem~tics programs are too 
abstract for the level where 
they.are tat,tght. 
20. SA A U D SD 
21. SA A U D SD 
22. SA A U D SD 
2). SA A U D SD 
24. SA A U D SD 
25. SA A U D SD 
26. SA A U D SD 
27. SA A U D . SD 
28. SA A U D SD 




SA A U D 
SA A U D 
SA A U D 
SA A U D 







20. Changes being made in mathe-
matics for elementa;ry schools 
are exciting. 
21. I really enjoy teaching 
mathematics. 
22, It makes me nervous to even 
think about having to teach 
a mathematics class. 
23. I detest mathematics, and 
avoid teaching it as much as 
possible. 
24. Mathematicq teaching is 
intriguing. 
< 
25. My mind frequently goes blank 
and I aJI1 unable to think 
clearly when teaching 
mathematics. 
26. l do not like to teach mathe-
matics; it scares me. 
27. Students should be expected 
to learn mathematics from the 
te;xtbook without explanation 
from the teacher. 
28. Since .mathematics is so pre-
cise, it is difficult to 
teach. · · 
29. I am in a terriple strain 






Only people with a very 
special talent can learn 
mathematics. 
Mathematics teaching is not 
very enjoyable but I can see 
value in mathematics. 
~athematics is easy to teach. 
Although teaching mathematics 
is difficult, I enjoy it. 
Ma.thematics is disliked by 
most pupils. 
35. SA A U D SD 
36. SA A U D SD 
37. SA A U D SD 
3S. SA A U D SD 
39. SA A U D SD 
40. SA A U D SD 
41. SA A U D SD 
42. SA A U D SD 
43. SA A U D SD 
44. SA A U D SD 
45. SA A U D SD 
46. SA A U D SD 
47. SA A U D SD 
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35. A mathematics teacher ~hould 
encourage pupils to partici-
pate in the discussion of the 
mathematics lesson in cla$s. 
36. I feel that I make mathe-
matics interesting to most of 
my pupils. 
37. I am enthusiastic about 
teaching mathematics. 
38. It doesn't matter what I do 
as a tea.cher, my pupils won't 
like mathematics. 
39, I get butterflies in my 
stomach just thinking about 
teaching mathematics. 
40. I feel a sense of insecurity 
when attempting to teacq 
mathematics. 
41. It is harct to make mathe-
matics classes interesting. 
42. I find that it is fun to 
teach mathematics. 
43. I think children should have 
t;i.me to "play around" with 
mathematical ideas. 
44, The most enjoyable part of 
my day is in my mathematics 
classes. 
45. Mathematics is a subject in 
school which I always enjoy 
teaching. 
46. Mathematics is just a skill 
with little practical 
appliqation. 
47. Emphasis in teaching mathe-
matics should be on "getting 
the right answer." 
99 
48. SA A u D SD 4a.· Teach:tDrS mathematics repre-
sents a challenge to me to do 
the best :r ean to help my 
pupils understand and 
appreciate mathematics. 
49. SA A u D SD 49. Teaching mathematics is a 
difficult job. 
50. SA A u D SD 50. Children should work at the 
blackboard on mathematics 
problems. 
51. SA A u D SD 51. I believe most children can 
learnmatnematics if I teach 
it properly. 
52. SA A u D SD 52. The new programs in mathe-
matics a:re interesting and 
challenging to me as a 
teacher. 
53. SA A u D SD 53. Mathematical competence is an 
essential ingredient in the 
education of children. 
54. SA A u D SD 54. I approach a mathematics 
class with a feeling or 
hesitation, resulting from a 
fear of,~ being able tQ 
teach it. · 
55. SA A u D . SD 55. The most impor.tant reason for 
studyi:Q.g mathematics is in 
order to be able to take care 
of one's own financial 
aff~i;rs. 
56. SA A u D SD 56. Few peqple (:an learn 
ma the?Jlati es •. 
57. SA A u D SD 57. Mathematics is a waste of 
time" 
58. SA A u D SD 58. Mathematics is very inter-
estin~ to me and I enjoy 
teaeh~ng mathematics classes. 
59. SA A u D SD 59. I did ~ like mathematics in 
school and I don't like to 
teach l,t. 
60. SA A u D SD 60. Mathematics is one of the 
most useful subjects I know. 
61. SA A U D SD 
62. SA A U D SD 
63. SA A U D SD 
64. SA A U D SD 
65. SA A U D SD 
66. SA A U D SD 
67. SA A U D SD 
68. SA A U D SD 
69. SA A U D SD 
70. SA A U D SD 
71. SA A U D SD 
72. SA A U D SD 
73. SA A U D SD 
74. SA A U D SD 
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61. In the study of mathematics, 
if a pupil misses a few 
lessons it is difficult to 
catch up. 
62. Mathematics classes are the 
same old thing day after day. 
63. I am bored most of the time 
when I am teaching mathe-
matics. 
64. Mathematics should be made 
. meaningful for my pupils. 
65. I'm disappointed if my pupils 
do not like mathematics. -
66. Any person of average 
intelligence can learn to 
understand a good deal of 
mathematics. 
67. I get frustrated when I teach 
mathematics. 
68~ I think children should enjoy 
studying mathematics. 
69. A child will learn better if 
ha is provided with a learn-
ing sit~ation in which he 
somewhat discovers the 
meanings and concepts of 
mathematics. 
70, Anyone.can learn mathematics. 
71. Mathematics thrills me and I 
like to teach it better than 
any other subject, 
72. I hope that I never have to 
teach mathematics. 
73. A mathematics teacher must 
expect to continue his own 
education in mathematics 
indefinitely. 
74. As I feel at ease teaching 
mathematics, I like it very 
much. 
75. SA A U D SP 
76. SA A U D SD 
77. SA A U D SD 
78. SA A U D SD 
79. SA A U D SD 
BO. SA A U D SD 
81. SA A U D SD 
82. SA A U D SD 
83. SA A U D SD 
84. SA A U D SD 
85. SA A U D SD 
86. SA A U D SD 
87. SA A U D SD 
88. SA A U D SD 
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75• I like t9 teach mathematics 
better than any other 
subject, 
76. I feel a definite positive-
reaction to teaching mathe-
~atics: it is enjoyable. 
77. I should help my pupils think 
logically and mathematically. 
78. There is little place for 
originality in mathematics. 
79. Mathematics is a formal, 
fixed system, which is 
learned by mastering rigid, 
unchanging rules. 
80. I can teach mathematics well 
without reading mathematics 
magazines and methods books. 
81. Mathematics is a very good 
field for creative. people to 
enter. 
82. Teaching mathematics makes me 
feel secure, and at the sa,me 
time it is stimulating. 
83. Concepts and materials 
stressed in mathematics 
programs are difficult for 
pupils. 
84. Teaqh!ng mathematics makes. me 
feel uncomfortable, restless, 
irritable, and impatient. 
85. I can't see any reason why we 
teach about .fractions. 
86. I'm always glad when mathe-
matics class is over. 
87, Mathematics is changing 
rapidly and I, as a teacher, 
will have to change with it. 
88. There are many interesting 
ways of p;t"'esenting mathe-
matical concepts to pupils. 
89. SA A U D SD 
90. SA A U D SD 
91. SA A U D SD 
92. SA A U D SD 
93. SA A U D SD 
94. SA A U D SD 
95. SA A U D SD 
96. SA A U D SD 
97. SA A U D SD 
98. SA A U D SD 
99. SA A U D SD 
89. I prefer to teach other 
subjects rather than 
mathematics. 
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90. Mathematics is no longer 
practical since everything 
can be done with computers. 
91. The teacher's manual will 
give me all the help I need 
to teach mathematics. 
92. If my school changes to a 
departmental or a team 
teaching approach I will 
volunteer to teach the 
·mathematics• 
93. Since I don't like to teach 
math.ematics, I can't expect 
my pupils to like it. 
94. Mathematics is the subject I 
like to teach least of all, 
95. I plan to give better marks 
to pupils who have original 
ideas about mathematics than 
to pupils who are most care-
ful and neat in their work. 
96. I believe that pupils at the 
elementary level are capable 
of learning more mathematics 
than they are presently being 
taught. 
97. I like to help my pupils 
appreqiate mathematics by 
showing them how useful i:t 
is outside of school. 
98, Mathematics is a most useful 
subject. 
99. I am confident that I can 
teach mathematics so that my 
pupils can understand it, 
100. SA A U D SD 100. I have nightmares about 
teaching mathematics. 
APPENDIX D 
INDIVIDUAL SCORES OF SUBJECTS 
PARTICIPATING IN THE STUDY 
J 01 
S-Group 
Subject SNS1 OTIS Dutton ATEM OGPA2 MGPA3 M4 Pl.5 Cf. 6 
l 30 67 48.2 72 3.202 3.5 2 1 1 
2 23 61 48.2 96 3.089 3.0 2 3 3 
3 34 60 62.7 158 2.746 2.95 6 1 1 
4 24 64 33.1 100 2.484 2.667 3 2 4 
5 23 44 65.7 120 3.4 3.0 2 2 2 
6 18 40 38.7 123 2.661 2.0 2 2 4 
7 13 36 40.1 76 2.338 1.44 3 7 6 
8 28 53 31.1 67 3.079 3.0 2 2 2 
9 25 64 56.1 94 J.156 3.0 1 3 2 
10 32 61 47.2 101 2.652 2.50 2 4 2 
11 28 63 69.0 106 2.4 3.0 1 4 3 
12 27 66 68.3 116 2.553 3.25 4 2 2 
13 20 55 38.7 101 2.637 2.142 2 4 7 
14 31 71 57.5 122 3.065 3.0 2 3 2 
15 31 60 65.7 107 3.181 3.0 1 1 1 
16 19 54 ~1.2 102 2.153 2.625 2 4 4 
17 37 56 5.7 107 ).267 3.545 ~ 2 l 18 28 46 58.1 76 3.5 3.0 9 8 
19 30 63 48.3 71 2.656 3.0 2 
20 ~~ 47 42.0 81 2.87J 3.5 2 1 2 21 67 65.7 104 2.645 2.61 3 l 1 
22 23 56 57.8 101 3.197 2.0 1 6 6 
23 zo ~~ 38.7 77 2.2 1,5 2 4 4 24 28 52.2 92 2.434 2.5 2 2 3 
25 23 48 48.6 $6 2,433 2.0 2 5 
26 21 65 42.7 94 2.393 1.5 2 3 4 
27 28 66 57.8 $7 2.531 3.0 2 3 2 
lscore on Structure £! yhe Number Szstem test 
2score on overall grade point average 
3score on mathematics grade point average 
4Number of mathematics courses taken 
5score on Pleasure scale 
6score on Confidence scale 
104. 
105 
Subject SNS OTIS Dutton ATEM OGPA :MGPA M Pl. Cf. 
28 17 52 15.9 104 2.693 2.5 2 2 1 
29 28 68 48.6 59 3,138 3.5 2 4 7 
30 23 49 51.5 78 2.733 2.0 1 3 3 
31 24 52 65.7 87 1.852 2,.5 4 2 2 
32 34 71 76.2 128 3.223 4.0 3 4 1 
33 25 52 56.7 150 3.125 3.667 3 2 2 
34 24 52 68.3 111 2.836 4.0 1 1 1 
§g 22 51 30.0 51 2.596 2.0 2 5 5 25 55 73.9 127 2.542 2.56 7 1 1 
37 22 57 40.0 68 2.651 2.5 2 1 5 
38 23 54 10.7 37 2.878 3.0 1 9 9 
39 24 61 48.3 86 2.97 3,5 2 1 1 
40 28 50 29.4 76 2.83$ 3.5 2 4 5 
41 32 68 65.7 81 2.048 2.5 2 3 4 
42 23 66 46.6 96 2.4 2.5 2 g 5 43 25 59 38.7 57 2.706 2.5 2 5 
44 31 61 76.2 130 2,603 3.5 2 2 1 
45 25 45 22.8 48 2.54 2.0 3 10 10 
46 21 36 58.1 83 2.573 2.5 2 ~ 6 47 22 59 56.7 49 3.47 4.0 1 5 
48 15 48 29.7 130 2.784 2.0 2 4 2 
49 27 61 56.1 75 3.0 1.913 7 1 1 
50 24 60 57.8 103 2.738 3.0 2 2 2 
51 24 59 60.1 139 2.562 3.0 2 1 1 
52 12 58 48.3 92 1,.796 1.0 1 5 5 
53 29 51 23.8 65 3.11i 4.0 2 3 7 
54 23 39 41.0 93 3.397 3.0 1 6 6 
55 25 51 4$.8 79 3.032 3.0 2 4 5 
56 36 68 70.6 88 2.954 2.75 2 1 1 
57 24 54 65.7 91 2.101 2.25 4 5 8 
58 20 47 46.6 82 2.2 2.0 2 3 3 
59 25 67 56.7 102 2.716 4.0 2 2 2 
60 16 48 5.6 100 2.031 2.0 2 2 1 
61 17 68 27.6 7 2.693 3.5 2 10 9 
62 32 60 57.8 130 2.854 2.5 2 5 4 
63 27 46 39.5 70 2.434 2.0 2 ~ 3 64 21 58 35,0 56 2.196 2.5 2 4 
65 23 68 57.8 87 2.767 3.0 2 2 2 
66 21 62 57.8 109 2.563 2.333 3 3 3 
67 36 72 50.2 83 3.761 4.0 2 3 5 
68 21 58 48.8 $6 3.087 2.5 2 7 7 
69 19 37 65.7 91 2.236 2.299 3 7 6 
70 29 57 21.5 50 2.525 2.333 3 
71 25 53 48.2 89 2.081 2.5 2 3 3 
72 32 50 58.1 106 2.857 3.5 2 5 4 
73 14 54 65.7 73 2,461 2.0 2 3 3 
74 22 ·52 28.9 64 1.926 lto75 4 5 7 
75 15 41 35.1 60 2.774 3.5 2 4 4 
76 22 56 57.8 121 2.601 3.~ 2 6 6 
77 27 52 41.0 60 2.812 o.o 0 8 9 
C-Group 
Subject SNS OTIS Dutton ATEM OGPA MGPA M Pl. er. 
7$ 22 51 16.9 69 2.016 2.0 2 3 4 
79 33 63 62.7 161 3.26 4.0 3 1 1 
80 1$ 51 47.2 $9 2.127 2.0 2 6 3 
$1 2$ 63 57.5 10$ 3 .193 3.0 2 4 4 
s2 23 55 3S.7 108 1.9.5 1.0 4 2 3 
S3 30 54 56.7 77 3.033 4.0 3 5 4 
S4 30 65 69.0 108 3.265 3.5 2 4 3 
$5 24 53 29.S 51 2.573 2.0 2 5 5 
S6 37 74 76.2 119 3.156 4.0 1 1 1 
S7 27 52 52.2 96 2.936 3.5 2 2 2 
SS 24 55 32.0 55 2.311 3.0 2 8 7 
89 1s 62 12.0 10 2.0 1.667 3 s 6 
90 25 72 46.6 63 .3.3S 2.5 2 4 5 
91 22 57 33.3 BO 2.5 2.5 2 7 7 
92 26 49 39.5 gs 2.767 J.636 3 3 5 
9.3 27 5S 49.9 93 2.909 2.5 2 5 5 
94 21 44 46.6 72 2.757 3.0 2 4 6 
95 17 50 56.2 144 .3.746 4.0 2 3 5 
96 23 71 13.1 30 3.6S 4.0 2 9 9 
97 29 62 24.8 33 3.46S 3.0 3 10 10 
98 25 54 57.8 156 2.606 2.545 3 3 3 
99 23 54 69.0 64 3.485 4.0 1 7 7 
100 27 61 54.5 93 3.164 3.0 2 2 2 
101 27 ~5 65.7 91 3.047 3.0 2 5 5 
102 16 63 33.2 20 2.783 1.5 2 10 10 
103 24 47 39.2 82 2.687 2.$75 4 4 6 
104 34 62 57.5 J,.05 2.984 3.333 3 4 3 
105 30 5$ 25.9 62 2.6 1.5 2 9 5 
106 22 56 51.3 94 3.01 4.0 2 ~ 3 107 25 54 33.0 53 2.983 4.0 2 9 
108 26 56 57.8 116 4.0 4.;0 2 4 5 
109 30 63 48.3 129 .3. 5 3.0 1 2 2 
110 20 50 46.6 102 2.715 4.0 2 4 $ 
111 20 51 21.5 66 2.116 1.272 3 4 4 
112 19 50 65.7 82 2,646 2.5 2 5 6 
113 29 67 30.6 71 2.796 3.0 2 6 6 
114 22 50 56.1 144 2.93 3.0 2 7 7 
115 10 48 26.3 -65 2,86 2.5 2 10 10 
116 19 40 24.3 66 2.46 2.5 2 7 5 
117 32 56 65.7 83 2.532 2.667 3 2 3 
106 
107 
Subject s~s OTIS Dutton ATEM OQPA MGPA M Pl. Cf. 
118 25 60 9.5 122 2.9 3.0 2 2 2 
119 22 50 29.7 56 2.889 2.5 2 8 $ 
120 30 72 65.7 107 2.778 3.75 3 4 3 
121 20 47 48.6 126 2.281 2.0 2 1 ~ 122 13 49 J7.9 58 2.52 1.5 2 4 
123 29 57 65.7 122 2.58 2.5 2 3 2 
124 16 57 57.,5 76 3.5 2.0 1 8 9 
125 30 56 29.7 102 2.4 3.2 2 6 7 
126 32 74 47.2 85 3.746 4.0 2 3 3 
127 33 61 65.7 93 2.63 3•0 2 2 5 . 
128 27 65 40.6 9.1 1.38 4.0 2 3 3 
129 31 62 40.0 87 2.258 2.0 2 3 5 
130 39 71 61.0 85 2.924 3.5 2 1 1 
131 17 50 65.7 123 2.758' 2.0 1 4 4 
132 24 54 46.6 J.05 2.3 1.0 2 3 8 
133 27 48 39.3 78 o.866 2.5 2 3 3 
134 34 ~i 56.1 105 2.77 2.5 2 3 3 135 21 34.4 65 3.4 3.0 2 7 7 
136 24 59 62.7 72. 3.3 3.5 2 1 1 
137 29 68 5.6 77 3.06 4.0 1 4 5 
138 35 62 57.5 95 3.68 4.0 2 2 1 
139 17 51 57.8 115 2.$41 3 .. 5 2 2 2 
140 20 43 57.8 14.5 2.8 3.0 2 2 2 
141 33 58 59.4 38 2.$15 2.5 2 6 6 
142 28 63 59.1 106 2.841 4,0 2 3 3 
143 37 69 65.7 157 2,968 3.0 1 2 1 
144 30 58 40.4 99 2.645 3.0 2 2 3 
145 31 67 65.7 85 3 .1. 3.0 2 5 6 
146 22 52 29.7 105 2,072 3.0 1 6 5 
147 25' 71 70.6 100 3.04 o.o 0 2 1 
148 27 56 48.3 l.41 2.95 3.375 2 5 4 
149 20 46 30.5 62 2.469 2.0 2 4 6 
150 29 63 3l..2 64 2.08 1,5 2 9 9 
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